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INTERVENOR S MOTION FOR EXTENS ION OF
TIME TO RESPOND TO OBJECTIONS TO

INTERROGATOPIES; OPPOSITION TO FLORIDA
POHER AND LIGHT COMPANY'S ATTEl|PT TO
PRECLUDE PETITIONER S INTERROGATORIES;

REQUEST FOR LEAVE TO NITHDRAU AS
COUNSEL'ND RE UEST FOR HEARING.

Florida Power and Light Company intends to make a mam-

moth expenditure of funds {at least a quarter of a billion dollars)
to repair, its nuclear power plant at Turkey Point. That action,
should it occur, will have a substantial impact on the economic

and environmental future of South Florida. The hearing authorized
by this Board at the request of the Intervenor, YBRK P. ONCAVAGE,

is an attempt to permit a full and fair airing of the issues posed

by Florida Power and Light's plans.
The Board, seeking to-insure that goal, has been patient

and fair. Counsel for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission has been

understanding and helpful. The Intervenor and his counsel have

attempted to be responsible and diligent.
'lorida Power nd Ligh't'," in'ts-"attempts. to either pre-

elude a hearing, or make the hearing a hollow forum, has been
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petulant and arrogant. Those attitudes have caused additional
delay, extraordinary burdens upon the intervenor, and since
they threaten the integrity of the hearing process itself,
prompt this Notion.

Before presenting the specific reasons for the relief
requested in this Notion we submit the following factual baclc-

ground.

FLORIDA POT~TER AND LIGHT'S
ATTITUDE TOWARD TEIE HEARIlHv PROCESS

Florida Power and Light
at every steps While some of its
too many have not. For instance,

has resisted the intervenor .

actions. have had legal bases,
the Company disclaimed any

condensate polishing issue, and this Board .found:

FPL apparently overlool<ed the fol-
lowing sentence in Section '3.1 of the SER:
'Along with the absence of phosphates, plan-
ned condenser retubing and.the .installation
and use of condensate polishes will essentially
eliminate sludge.'"
Order Relative to Contentions and Discovery,
September 25, 1979, p. 3.

At an August 30, 1979 conference the Company refused
to concede the possibility that other contentions beyond those

admitted in the Board's August 3, Order had any merit. Never-

theless, several additional contentions were .found by the Board

to have merit.
1 ~ Llli

..., Xn, its. letter of October- 31., 1979, complaining of the
tardy. filing of 'interrogatories, Florida Power and L'ight arrogated
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unto itself the right "to treat the unauthorized filing as a

nullity" and disclaimed any obligation to respond to it. At a

conference call sparked by the lettex, the Board observed that
some of the questions posed in the interrogatores were pertin-
ent and needed answering. Florida Power and Light would

obviously prefer to avoid any response, even though the health
and safety of workers and the surrounding area are at stake.
The need for informati'on is underscored by the Board's October

ll, 1979 Order Pequesting Additional Information:
'he

Board requests that licensee
and staff addxess in greater detail the
problem of assuring the continued integrity
of the radioactivity retention barriers
either in supplements to the prepared docu-
ments or in their prefiled testimony before
the evidentiary hearing.
Instead of addressing itself to the real issues ia,

this case, Florida Power and Light has adopted a series of
strategies designed to divert. attention from the health, safety
and economic questions r'aised by the Tur,-ey Point repairs. Some

of their approaches are amusing: Nr. Coll's concern duxing a re-
cent conference call with the Board over whether counsel for
intervenor should be addressed as "Dean" or "Hister." (He ne-

glected to consider counsel's academic title of "Professor..")/
Pr. Reis'equest for adjournment of that some conference 'call
and his quavering.,=..remark, "Xf you heax .emotion in;my voice...."

Florida Power and Light- Company's other strategies
are less amusing.. During the two conference walls prompted by

'lorida "Power 'and-'ight,.Company's''ctober. 31 letter,: the Company
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first took the position it could not present its objections to
0he interrogatories within the time set by the Board. The next
day it changed its mind. The Company also suggested it even

be excused from answering the unobjectionable interrogatories,
although the Board had agreed the day before that the tardy
filing should be accepted, Now Florida Power and Light has

presented the Board and counsel with a massive set of objections
and still has not agreed to answex the intexrogatoxies which

admittedly axe relevant and unobjectionable.

Xt is against that background that the following
motions are made.

THE REQUEST FOR AN EXTENSION OF TIME TO
RESPOND TO FLORIDA POLTER AND LIGHT COM-
PANY'S OBJECTIONS AND OPPOSXTION TO
FLORIDA POLlER AND LIGHT'S ATTEMPT TO
PRECLUDE INTERVENOR'S INTERROGATORIES.

Intervenor's counsel .are serving on a pro bono basis

raised by the intervenor are significant and need to be fully
heard before a decision is made on the proposed Turkey Point
repairs. Counsel has no nuclear energy technical expertise.
They have never engaged in a proceeding of this nature. The - in-
tervenor is a music- teacher; 'e, like counsel, has had to

sperid long hours learning the technologica lanpuage. Counsel—

=Each has other obligati.ons beyond this case. They have already
spent over three hundred hours on this proceeding. They axe

.serving without compensation because they believe the issues

and the intervenor have limited supportive resources for the

typing, duplicating and delivery of pleadings.
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On the oth r hand, Florida Power and Light Company

has nearly unlimited resources. The Company's counsel have

both t- chnological expertise and vast experience in these

kinds of proceedings. They have immediate access to experts

in every field of nuclear energy. The Company spares no ex-

pense in providing itself with everything from counsel to

couriexs to achieve its goals. The irony is that these ex-

penses axe passed. on to the local consumers of electxicity,
including intervenor and his counsel, who thus find themselves

paying the expenses of the Company.

Floxida Powe and Light Company's counsel makes their
living opposing consumer review of the utility's actions and

can be expected .to act rapidly,, Intervenor's oro bono counsel
~ :. cannot fairly be required to respond to the:series of 'objections

to intexrogatories by the November 13, 1979 .date suggested by

the Board. The objections were received, at .11:10 A.N. on

November 8, 1979. Counsel requests that an extension be granted,

for the intervenor's xesponse. That extension,shou1d be for
ten (10) days from receipt of the Board'-s order granting an ex-

tension. It makes little sense for intervenor's counsel to dz.-

vert their energies only to learn that no extension has been

granted. Had Florida. Power and Light

with intexvenor's counsel, instead of

sues and time crises, this additional,

Company deigned to woxk
I

creating extraneous is-
delay could have been

avoided.
% ~
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The intervenor's opposition to the Company's attempt
to totally exclude consideration of the submitted interrogatories
is based upon the extraordinary burdens a case such as this poses

.for counsel and a client with limited resources. Tt must be

apparent that the intervenor and his counsel have tried to form-

ulate.issues and interrogatories which will achieve the ultimate
goal —a full and fair hearing. The Board has, with patience,
found merit in some of the intervenor's work.

Certainly "good cause" for accepting the interrogatories
requires consideration of sevexal factors. The tardiness was at the

least, five d'ays, or at the most, nine days. Hr. Coll was ap-

prised of the fact of, lateness one day after the interrogatories
s

were due. The nuclear inexperience of intervenor's counsel is
relevant insofar as it explains the difficulty in formulating

appropriate questions. ('97e have done our mea ~cul as ior not

submitting to the Board a timely request for an extension.). The

lateness causes no texrible burden to the Company. The'ompany's

main complaint -is the quality of the interrogataxies.
Y

Finally, it is appxopxiate to look to,the interrogatories
themselves in determining whether they should be accepted. To do

as the Company suggests, utilize the "good cause" standard to

dismiss good interrogatories., would mean that substantive due

process would be sacrificed:on the altar-of procedure.- The issue

in this case is the validity of the repair process. Florida
—.Power"arrd-Light should"not-be

ation becaus'e interrogatories

permitted-to.- impede that determin-

were a fe~~ -d'ays 'late.'
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THE ALTERNATIVE SUGGESTED BY FLORIDA PONDER
AL'sD LIGHT HILL 3 EKE THIS A HOLLOH PROCEED-
ING AND PLACE AN EXTRAORDINARY BURDEN UPON
THE BOARD.

Florida Power and Light suggests that the Board deter-
mine whether any information sought in the interrogatories is
necessary, and then the Company mill "address those subjects

in its prepared written testimony." 1|emorandum of Licensee

Relating to Untimely Discovery, p. 15. That method of providing
information would, of course, preclude the intervenor fr'om any

real ability to analyze it and subject it to expert scrutiny.
The hearing is set for January 8, 1980. The prepared written
testimony is due on December 21, 1979.

The Company's approach -s consistent with its contin-
uous effort to avoid answering re1evant interrogatoreis, or to

answer them in a way which will minimize their value. Since

the Company's suggestion precludes effective participation of
the intervenor, his role is render'ed superfluous. There can be

no effective cross examination or presentation of contrary evi-
dence utilizing the Company' alternative.

The burden will be placed upon the Board to decide

what information is appropriate and to-evaluate it. The Board
~ ~will be placed in the position of being advocate, judge and jury.

He respectfully submit that result is not'consonant with the

role this panel is supposed to-play.
C

h
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THE WITHDRAWAL OF COUNSEL
AND REQUEST FOR A 'HEARING

Unless the interrogatories are accepted and Florida

Power and Light Company is compelled to answer the unobjection-

able interrogatories and unless a reasonable opportunity +e

given the intervenor to respond to the objections, this pro-

ceeding will become meaningless. If that occurs., counsel for

the intervenor request leave to withdraw.

This request for leave to withdraw is not designed

to bolste the positions taken above. It is in recognition

cf the futilityof a hearing process in which the intervenor'I

.is foreclosed from effective participation.
Me do not lightly attempt to avoid the responsibility

initial'ly undertaken. In fact, we respectfully request that

the Board, before ruling in this matter, schedule a hearing to

measure, first hand, the responses of c'ounsel and their
com-'itment

to insuring that the Board's Order of August 13, 1979

is fully and fairly carried out.

Respectfully submitted;

By;
ruce . ogow

Nova University Ce 'r
For the Study of Law
3100 S.H. 9th Avenue
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33315
(305) 522-2300

Richard A. Marshall
18450 S.U. 212 Street
Miami Florida 33157

Joel Lumer
3134 Virginia Street.
Miami, Florida 33134
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though the immediate cost of the repair would be about
$228,000,000. The option of replacing the Turkey Point plant
nuclear units with fossil-fired units entails a significant
environmental cost and is prohibitively expensive. Available
alternative methods of steam generator repair have higher
environmental costs and higher economic cost than the proposed
repair method.

On the basis of the foregoing analysis, we conclude that the
proposed steam generator repair action will not significantly
affect the quality of the human environment.

We have reviewed this proposed facility modification relative
to the requirements set forth in 10 CFR Part 51 and the Council
of Environmental guality's Guidelines, 40 CFR 1500.6. We have
determined that the proposed license amendment will not signifi-
cantly affect the quality of the human environment. Therefore,
the staff has found that an environmental impact statement need
not be prepared, and that pursuant to 10 CFR 51.5(c), the
issuance of a negative declaration to this effect is appropriate.

Date: June 29, 1979
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Table 5.2

Cost of Alternate Disposal Methods FPL ~

Method

a. Cut up and disposal near term
with no decontamination

Cost dollars

$ 4,560,000

Exposure . Man-rema

1500-3000

b. Cut up and disposal near term
With solidification agent

$ 4,220,000 800-1600

C. Cut up and disposal near term
with decontamination

$4,750,000 250-1100

d. Long term on-site storage with
deferred cut up and disposal

$ 2,490,000 20-40

Long term on-site storage
with disposition during
decommissioning

$ 2,020,000 1-3

a Note that these doses are for six lower assemblies. The
estimates in Table 5.1 are for one lower assembly.
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6.0 Basis and Conclusion for not Pre arin an Environmental
Im act Statement

We have reviewed the proposed steam generator repair action and have
reached the following conclusions.

The proposed replacement of .the lower assemblies of the steam
generator is the best available option, from both the radiological
and economic standpoints, for eliminating the tube degradation
problem.

(2) The one-time occupational dose of 1300 man-rem per unit for the
repair effort falls within the range of annual occupational
doses which have been experienced in U.S. light water reactors
in recent years. Occupational exposures of this order, or
larger, would be accumulated in the order of 5 to 7 years by
continued operation of the Turkey Point plant should the repair
program not be carried out. The proposed repair program would
restore the generators to the condition evaluated in the FES
and would result in an occupational dose reduction of hundreds
of man-rem per year because there would be a marked reduction
in the amount of tube inspection and tube plugging required to
keep the generators in acceptable operating condition. Therefore,
the proposed action will result in a net reduction in occupational
dose over the life of the plant.

We have reviewed the dose reduction measures to be used by FPL
and conclude that the dose would be ALARA. We conclude that
the adverse health effects from such an exposure are not signifi-
cant.

(3) The new steam generator design incorporates features which will
eliminate the potential for the various forms of tube degradation
observed to date.

Offsite doses resulting from the steam generator repair will be
less than those from recent plant operations, comparable to
doses presented in the FES, and small compared to the annual
doses from natural background radiation. Therefore, the offsite
doses will not be significant.

(5) The alternatives to the proposed action offer no environmental
advantage. Continued operation of the Turkey Point units in
the present mode, with frequent shutdowns to inspect and plug
degraded tubes and to eventually build replacement capacity,
would result in greater environmental and economic costs than
the proposed actions. FPL has estimated that, by implementing
the new program, there would be a net saving of about $ 200,000,000,
compared to continued operation in the present condition, even
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Table 5.1
2

Steam Generator Oisoosal Alternatives

~Oti on

Immediate intact shipment

Approximate
t1an-Rem per
Steam Generator

'2. 4

10Long-term storage (includinga

surveillance) with intact shipment

Approximate
Airborne Release,
Ci er Generator

Negligible b

Negl i gib 1 e
b

Long-term storage with cut-upa

and shipment
16 0. 005

Short-term storage with cut-up
- at 5yr.
- at 15 yr.

Immediate cut-up and shipment by
rail/truck - no decontamination

230
60

580

0. 026
0. 015

0.042

Immediate cut-up and shipment by
rail/truck - with chemical
decontamination

270 0. 010

a
30 to 40 year s

b Since the steam generator will be sealed before it is removed
from containment, no release of radioactive material is expected
during the repair operation.

c Estimates for short-term storage followed by intact shipment
would be only slightly larger than this, perhaps 5 man-rem.
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Immediate cut-up and shipment to a burial facility would involve a
substantial cost in occupational exposure, even after chemical decon-
tamination. Comparing Tables 5. 1 and 4.2, it is seen that the air-
borne releases from the segmenting operation would be larger than
those from the rest of the repair effort.
The five disposal alternatives considered by FPL~ (Section 5.4) and
their estimated economic and radiological costs are given in
Table 5.2 for the disposal of six steam generators.

According to the FPL estimates, the proposed disposal method of
on-site storage with final disposition at the time of plant decom-
missioning is expected to result in the least cost in dollars and in
radiation exposure.

On the basis of our evaluation above we conclude that the proposed
disposal method costs less in radiation exposure than alternatives
available at present. The proposed onsite storage leaves open the
option of intact barge shipment in the event that a burial around
with adequate off-loading facilities becomes available. Me also
conclude that the other available alternatives offer no environ-
mental„advantage over the option selected by FPL.
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the radioactivity inside tubes which are plugged; large volumes of
contaminated fluids would be produced and require processing and that
processing would incur further costs and occupational doses. In
summary, we conclude that the costs of decontamination, including
costs due to time delays and additional occupational doses, would
outweigh the subsequent dose reduction. Therefore, although we
believe that local decontamination may be advantageous, the use of
large scale decontamination in this repair effort is not a viable
option.

5.2 Retubin of Existin Steam Generators

The retubing operation would involve (1) removing the upper or dome
portion of the steam generator, (2) removing the lower assembly inter-
nals and tubes, (3) replacing the latter with state-of-the-art internals
and tubes, (4) refurbishing the upper internals, and (5) welding the
dome back in place. FPL has estimated~ (Section 7.3 and 7.4) that
the cost of this operation in both dollars and occupational exposure
would be higher than the proposed replacement of the complete lower
assembly. Further, it should be noted that shop fabrication of new
lower assemblies could provide more positive assurance that the
quality of the repair ed generators was acceptable.

On the other hand, we are aware of recent developments by Westinghouse
in the technology of in-place refurbishment which show some promise
of reducing unit outage and personnel exposure below the values for
the FPL proposed repair method. A detailed proposal of the Westinghouse
in-place refurbishment is being reviewed.~8 If our assessment is
favorable, in-place retubing may be an alternative for steam generator
repairs in the future. Estimates of the time required to wait for
the NRC approval of retubing for the Turkey Point Plant indicate thatit would likely take a minimum of two years for this approval to be
granted. This includes time for the NRC staff to approve the
Westinghouse Plan, time for FPL to adapt the Westinghouse plan to
Turkey Point and to prepare a report for the NRC to review and
approve, and time for the NRC review. It does not include time for
any additional technical problems to be solved. The economic cost
of derating was discussed in Section 4.2.

In the time frame contemplated'or the proposed licensing action,
this is not considered to be an available alternative to the proposed
action. Contributing to this judgement are the following facts; 1)
the NRC approval of the retubing technique is not assured, 2) ability
to reuse the tube sheet is not assured, 3) continued operation with
the present steam generators would continue the higher industrial
exposure rate, and 4) Unit 4 and Unit 3 both would likely be derated
before the retubing process is implemented.



5.3 Replacement of the Entire Steam Generator

FPL considered this alternative in two ways. Based on FPL analysis,
which we have reviewed and found reasonable, a construction openingin the containment wall about 20 feet wide and 40 feet high would be
required, since the upper assembly of the steam generator could not
pass through the existing equipment hatch. An alternative plan also
considered was removal of the steam generator through a 20 foot diameter
hole in the containment dome. The personnel exposure for these alter-
natives would be about the same as for the proposed repair, because
essentially the same high-dose operations will be required in each
case. Elimination of the cut across the diameter of each steam
generator results in only a small saving of radiation exposure. The
capital costs are estimated to be about 15M higher. The principalcost difference is due to an estimate additional outage of about 100
days per unit for the alternative. This corresponds to an additional
requirement of about $ 60,000,000 worth of replacement power during
the repair of both units, calculated at the rate of about $ 300,000
per day of outage per unit.

In summary, this alternative would have essentially the same environ-
mental impact as the FPL proposal (primarily occupational dose) and
greater economic cost. Also, there would be significant structural
repairs involved to assure that the containment is returned to the
original state after completion of this repair program. For these
reasons, we conclude that the FPL proposed repair method is preferable.

5.4 Alternate Ois osal Methods

In the Appendix to NUREG/CR-0199~ the radiological costs of several
alternative methods for the disposal of the degraded steam genera-
tors are evaluated. The results of this analysis are summarized in
Tail e 5. 1.

From the table it is seen that the options involving intact shipment
would have the lower radiological costs; but intact shipment, is possible
only by barge and (at present) there is no licensed burial ground
with facilities for off-loading an entire lower assembly from a barge.
On the basis of environmental impact (largely occupational dose) we
conclude that immediate intact shipment would be the best alternative.
The second best alternative is long term storage with intact shipment.
We note that the proposed disposal method would leave open the option
of intact shipment should the appropriate facilities become available
during the storage period.

We conclude that the next best alternative, on the basis of environ-
mental impact would be long-term storage of the generators onsite
unti 1 the reactor s are decommissioned, followed by sectioning and
shipment at that time. This is the plan proposed by FPL.
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5.0 Im acts of Alter natives

The basic choices of future action regarding the tube degradation
problem are (1) repair of the degraded steam generators, (2) contin-
uation of the present mode of operation, (with increasing costs in
plant efficiency and occupational exposure), and (3) shutdown of the
Turkey Point Units 3 and 4 and replacement by generating plants of
different design. The option of operating the FPL system without
Turkey Point 3 and 4 is not feasible in light of our review of the
power demand in the FPL service area , , FPL opted for repairing
the degraded steam generators, with changes in design, materials and
operating procedures calculated to eliminate the tube denting problem.
The units can be run in a derated mode and no doubt would be operated
in a derated mode in preference to shutting the units down with no .

replacement power.

In the absence of methods to arrest or greatly reduce denting, the
continuation of operation for an extended period in the present mode
is impractical. With tube degradation and plugging continuing at
the present rate, the units would likely be derated within a few
years as discussed earlier in Section 4.2. FPL has estimated the
cost of replacement power, based on fuel differential costs, to be
about $ 300,000 per day for the shutdown of a unit. Consequently, as
discussed in Section 4.2, the cost of derating the Turkey Point units
would be about $ 480,000 in ten years. Also, the man-rem cost of
occupational exposure during the inspection and plugging of degraded
tubes would continue. The cumulative dose due to inspection and
plugging would exceed the 2600 man-rem cost of the repair in five to
seven years.

Laboratory test programs on the denting phenomenon are currently under-
way to define the corrosion process more precisely and to develop
preventive measures such as corrosion inhibitors. While the combination
of steam generator secondary side cleaning and corrosion inhibitors
is being studied by some utilities to combat denting in its ear ly
stages, the denting phenomenon at Turkey Point is too advanced for
such measures to be practical. Therefore, FPL cannot count on a
greatly reduced future r ate of tube degradation to justify continuing
the present mode of operation.

The option of shutting down the Turkey Point Units and replacing them
with Units of different design is easily shown to be much more costly
than that of repairing the steam generators. FPL estimates~ (Section 7.7)
that the capital cost of new nuclear units with improved steam generators
would be about $ 2.0 billion dollars and would require about 12 1/2
years to build. New fossil units would cost about $ 1.5 billion in
capital and require about 8 years to build. The capital cost for
gas turbine units would be about $ 310 million and would requi re about
two years to build. VEPCO made similar comparisons for the steam
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generator repair program at the Surry Station and found that the cost
comparison overwhelmingly favored the repair option.

Based on our review of the above figures we find that the time and
cost estimates are reasonable. We conclude that the plant replace-
ment option is not economically feasible. In addition, there would
be significant environmental impacts from such a large scale construc-
tion operation. The most practical overall option is therefore to
repair the degraded steam generators.

In the remainder of this section, we shall consider the radiological
and economic costs of several alternative ways of repai ring and dis-
posing of the degraded steam generators. An important item in esti-
mating economic costs is the cost of replacment power during unit
outage. The FPL cost estimate of $ 62,000,000 for the replacement
power needed during the 207 day outage of each unit corresponds to a
replacement power cost of about $ 300,000 per unit per day of outage.
The replacement power cost of $ 300,000 per day is based on the avai 1-
ability of fossil fired fuel capacity which normally would be used
only during periods of peak demand. The repair program was planned
to be carried out during the seasonal periods of relatively low demand.
However, if shutdown is required during peak demand periods, or if
long-term derating is necessary, new replacement capacity would have
to be installed resulting in replacement power costs about 50K higher.

Decontamination

FPL has estimated~ (Section 8. 2) that chemical decontamination of
the steam generators before cutting would result in a net saving

of'50

to 400 man-rem (two unit total) in occupational exposure. How-
ever, it would cost about 2 weeks in additional outage of each unit.
Replacement power for this additional outage would cost about
$8,000,000. In addition, a quantity of liquid radioactive waste
would be produced (VEPCO estimated4 about 200,000 gallons.)

Based on our knowledge of the limited experience of the nuclear industry
in large scale, high volume chemical decontamination of reactor coolant
systems, we can make the following statements: decontamination would
add significant expense and time delays to the repair effort, including
the cost of replacement power during those time delays; there is a
degree of uncertainty about the compatibility of the decontamination
fluid with materials in the coolant system; the research and testing
which would be required to provide adequate assurance of material
compatibility to obtain our approval to decontaminate would have an
adverse impact on the cost and schedule of this repair effort; while
the lower dose rates resulting from decontamination would reduce
occupational dose during the repair operations, occupational radiation
doses received during the decontamination effort itself would at least
partially offset the dose reduction; decontamination would not remove
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the tubes and crevices, plated on the internal surfaces, and would
be in flakes or pieces that would not easily escape from the break.
Even dust or liquids would not find a ready path to escape in large
quantities because of the complexity of the internals and lack of
simple flow paths. Assuming that some material did escape, any
material in gaseous or dust form would have an effect such as described
in the previous paragraph. The remainder of any escaping material
would be in flakes or pieces that would tend to stay in the surface
layers of the dirt and could be removed if necessary. However, for
the purpose of this assessment we have assumed that 0. 1X of the
activity as given in Table 3.4-1 of the SEs would escape the steam
generator due to some accident and that surface and/or ground water
would be involved in spreading the radioactive material.

First, we assumed that the release would be to surface water caused
by flooding (by rain storm, hurricane, or combinations of such
storms). According to 10 CFR Part 20, Appendix 8, Table II,5the
maximum allowable concentration of Co-60 in water is 5 x 10 uCi/ml.
For a 0.1Ã release, the volume of water required for dilution would
be about 20 acre-feet per steam generator. This amount of water
would be easily exceeded many times by any flooding event that would
breach the generators. In addition, the contaminated water would
eventually be carried to Biscayne Bay where dilution would be several
orders of magnitude greater than that required.

Next, we assumed that the release would be to ground water and wearbitrarily assumed that breaching occurred and that the radioactive
material would enter the ground at the floor of the storage building.
The radioactive material would migrate downward through the unsaturated
(vadose) zone to the Biscayne aquifer. During this migration the
radioactive material would be dispersed in the soil and radionuclide
particles may be retarded due to ion exchange with the soil. On
entering the groundwater, radioactive material would migrate in the
direction of the hydraulic gradient (seaward)., The radioactive
material would be diluted in the groundwater and further dispersed
and retarded. The radioactive material would migrate seaward toward
Loch Rosetta which is roughly 650 feet from the steam generator
storage building. There are no ground water users9 between the
storage area and Biscayne Bay, which is east of Loch Rosetta. Water,
from the cooling canal is returned to Lock Rosetta where it is
picked up by the plant intake and recirculated. The postulated
radioactive material in the ground water would be intercepted by
Loch Rosetta and mixed with cooling canal return water. Therefore,
the radioactive material would become part of the liquid effluents
of the plant and subject to plant restrictions on liquid radioactive
releases. In addition, the facilities radiological monitoring
program, which is performed routinely, is intended to detect
unanticipated buildup of radioactivity in environment.
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If the plant was not in operation at the time of the breaching
event, there would be little or no water circulating through Lock
Rosetta. However, with four units at the site it is not likely that
this would be the case for longer than an hour or so.

Loch Rosetta is saline and therefore not usable for drinking water.
Also, since it is on plant property, it is not accessible to the
general public. Nevertheless, in this case, a mixing in the Loch
would reduce the concentration. Radioactive material transported by
groundwater would enter the Loch over a long period of time primarily
due to dispersion and retardation. Therefore, even with the above
conservative assumptions, the release of radioactive material
postulated is not expected to exceed 10 CFR Part 50.

Accordingly, we conclude that the proposed temporary storage of the
steam generators wi 11 not cause an adverse environmental impact on
the public due to public due to unacceptable surface or ground water
contamination.

FPL has analyzed the potential for steam generator crane rigging
accidents which may affect the refueling water storage tank and
primary water storage tank. They conclude that rigging operationswill be conducted in areas sufficiently removed from these tanks to
preclude damage to these structures. They have also evaluated the
potential for a steam generator being dislodged from the rigging and
striking the radwaste or fuel handling building. They concluded
that both buildings are capable of withstanding all postulated
impacts with no breach of integrity. Me have evaluated the FPL
report~ and concur with,this conclusion.

In summary, we conclude that the consequences of postulated accidents
from the repair operation would not be environmentally significant.
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(1 0 25) x $219,000,000 = $8,760,000

The 0.03 corresponds to 3X derating per year, the 1-0.25 term
corresponds to the number of remaining sound tubes after 25K are
plugged. The $ 219,000,000 is the yearly cost of replacement power
due to fuel differential cost for two units at $300,000 per day per
unit. By the end of the second year of derating, the cumulative
cost would be three times as high ($26,300,000) since the first 3X
derated batch of tubes would have been out for two years and the
second 3X derated batch of tubes would have been out for one year,
for an effective total of three years of 3X derating. By the end
of the third year of derated operation the cumulative cost would
be six times the first year cost (3+2+1). After ten years the
cumulative cost would be,

x 219,000,000,000 x 55 = $482,000,000.
0. 03

(55 = 10 + 9 + 8 + 7 + 6 + 5 + 4 + 3 + 2 + 1)

Therefore, the estimate that $ 200,000,000 would be saved over the
life of the plant, even after spending $ 102,000,000 for the steam
generator repair, is conservative. The present value of the replace-
ment power assuming a net discount rate of 3X (corresponding to a
discount rate of 10K minus an inflation r ate of 7X) would be about
$ 390,000,000.

The FPL estimate of $ 2,000,000 for final disposal of the degraded
steam generators assumes onsite storage for 30 years followed by
sectioning and shipment to a licensed burial facility for low-level
waste. This estimate is not out of line when compared to recent
estimates for the decommissioning of complete reactors by disman-
tlement after a cooling period (about $ 30,000,000).

This consideration of costs does not take into account the continuing
costs of tube inspection and plugging services, nor the costs of
possible future modifications to control corrosion, if the repair is
not done. It also does not consider the cost of the reduced generating
capacity and the current lack of reliability and availability. In
1978, the approximate outage times for steam generator tube inspection
and plugging were 10.5 days for Unit 3 and 27 days for Unit 4.
Experience at the Turkey Point Plant indicates that such an inspection
takes about ten days when combined with a refueling outage and about
21 days when not combined with a refueling outage. Inspections have
been carried out about two times per year.
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4.3 'Non- Radi o 1 o ica 1 Environmental Costs

The non-radiological impacts of the repair project on the environment
are small compared to those of building and operating the reactors.
These small costs include the commitment of about one acre of land
on the site for the storage of the degraded steam generators for thelife of the station. There will be some noise generated by onsite
equipment and a small effect on local traffic by approximately 100
construction workers per shift, but these effects will be insignifi-
cant. The material costs of the proposed action will be a small
fraction of those of building the original units~ (Table 6.2"1).

4.4 Environmental Im act of Postulated Accidents

As is discussed in our SE,s the design and plant operating para"
meters which are relevant to accident analyses will not change as a
result of the steam generator repair effort. Therefore, the assess-
ment of the environmental impact of postulated accidents presented
in the FES for Turkey Point Plant Units 3 and 4 will be unchanged
and remai n valid. However, there are types of accidents due to
the operations involved in the repair effort which we have considered.

One type of postulated accident related to the repair effort would
involve the dropping and rupture of a removed steam generator outside
the reactor containment while it was being transported to the storage
vault. This accident would involve the rupture of the steel covers
which will have been welded over each of the steam generator cuts to
prevent the spread of the neutron-activated corrosion products
adhering to the inner surfaces. The method used to assess the
radiological consequences of a rupture which could release contamina-
tion on the primary side surfaces to the atmosphere is described in
our SE.s We assumed that 0. 1 percent of the primary side activity
became airborne and used an atmospheric dispersion factor of 5.5 x 10-e
seconds per cubic meter. On this basis, we concluded that this
accident would result in a dose of 0. 02 rem to the lungs of an
individual at the site boundary. The dose consequences of such a
drop accident inside containment would be lower since the containment

, ventilation system would reduce the radioactivity released to the
environment.

We have also analyzed the impact of a postulated breach of- the steam
generator seal while it is in the storage building. We note that
the radioactive material involved is plated onto the internals of
the steam generator; it does not wash off during operation which
involves rapidly flowing water at over 500~F. Also, the radioactive
material would be dried in place and would tend to come loose in
flakes or pieces, if it did come loose at all. If the welded plates
that seal the openings of the steam generator should be breached by
some accident, much of the radioactive material would be trapped in
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The steam generators will be stored in an onsite storage facility
which will be a concrete structure approximately 110 ft. by 60 ft.
with a height of 17 ft. The outside walls will be about 2 ft.
thick. The stored steam generators will present a source of direct
and scattered radiation. We estimate that each steam generator will
contain about 1000 Ci of radioactivity which is about 65K Cobalt-60,
the principal contributor to direct dose. This is based on the
estimate of the contamination of steam generator primary side
surfaces given in NUREG/CR-0199.~ We estimate .a dose rate of less
than 0.0001 milli-rem per hour at the nearest site boundary due to
this activity. An individual spending an entire year at this loca-
tion would receive less than 1 milli-rem of radiation exposure.
This dose would be approximately halved every 5 years because of the
decay of the principal contributing activity, Co-60. FPL made a
similar calculation and reached the same conclusion. Since this
dose represents roughly one percent of the annual dose from natural
background,'4 we conclude that the dose impact to the public from
the stored generators will be minimal and not environmentally
significant.

The repair effort will return the plant to the design condition on
which our evaluation in the FESe was based. Therefore, we conclude
that the estimates of routine releases of radioactivity and the
potential doses to the public from those effluents after the repairwill remain as presented in the FES.

Since our estimates of radioactive effluents from FPL during normal
operation after the repair effort are about the same or lower than
those effluents presented in the FES, we conclude that the impact
on biota other than man will be no greater than that impact presented
in the FES.

In summary, the offsite doses resulting from the steam generator
r epair will be less than those from recent plant operation since the
expected releases of radioactive material as a result of the repaireffort will be less than the releases from normal operation. 'hese
doses are comparable to doses presented in the FES,e and small
compared to the annual doses from natural background radiation.
Therefore, the radiological impact of the repair project to the
public will not significantly affect the human environment.

4.2 Economic Costs of Steam Generator Re air
Steam generators generally are built with more tubes than necessary
to allow for any tubes that may have to be plugged. We have evaluated
the Turkey Point plant and find that each unit can operate safely
with up to 25K of the steam generator tubes plugged. If the percentage
of plugged tubes gets high enough so that there is not enough heat
transfer surface, the unit wi 11 have to be operated at some level of
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power less than 100K. If the unit is required to operate at some
lower level of power, the operation is referred to as derated.. In
addition to the percentage of plugged tubes, the nuclear peaking
factor, F (a number which is related to the uniformity of the
neutron flux over all positions in the reactor core), imposes limita-
tions on the unit, and depending upon the fue'l burnup, is also
expected to require the plant to derate. Based on the above discussion
and the latest amendment to the Technical Specifications it is
likely that unit 4 will be derated for cycle 7, which is expected to
begin in the Fall of 1980. Unit 3 has about 3X less plugged tubes
than unit 4 and therefore may be expected to be derated about one
year after unit 4.

FPL has estimated that, over the life of the plant, the proposed
steam generator repair project wi 11 result in a net dollar savings
of at least $ 200,000,000 compared with the cost of continued oper-
ation of the existing steam generators, with an optimistic assumed
scenario of tube plugging and derating. The cost of purchasing and
installing the steam generator lower assemblies and associated
activities is estimated at about $ 102,000,000 for the two units.

The cost of onsite storage and final disposal of the six degraded
lower assemblies is expected to be about $ 2,000,000. The estimate
for replacement power during the outage for repair is about
$ 124,000,000. The total project cost is therefore about $ 228,000,000.

The cost of replacement power during the outage is based on the FPL
estimate of $ 300,000 per day per unit and an outage duration of 207
days per unit. The FPL estimate of $300,000/day-unit based on
differential fuel costs is reasonable in view of the fact that
replacement power would be provided by oil and gas-fired units which
FPL would press into service. (690,000 kW X 24 hrs/day X a fuel
differential cost of about $ 0.018/kW hr. = $ 298,000/day/unit). We

consider this replacement power cost estimate reasonable.

The FPL estimated net saving of $ 200,000,000 is based largely on the
cost of replacement capacity. We assessed the reasonableness of
this estimate by comparing it to the cost of replacement power if
both units had to be derated. The replacement power cost would be
about $480,000,000 for only 10 years of derated operation at an
assumed derating rate of 3X per year beginning when 25K of the tubes
were plugged. If the derated period lasted longer the cost would be
larger. (The -current rate of tube degradation is such that the rate
of tube plugging is about 3X per year.)

The calculation was made as follows. For the first year of derating
the cost would be,



The FPL estimates of gaseous releases from the repair effort are the
same as the NRC estimates (SE Section 2.6.3), but larger than the
PNL generic estimate because FPL will be using a different filtration
scheme than assumed by PNL. For the gaseous releases from pipe
cutting, FPL used commonly accepted calculational methods (for
example, in calculating the kerf for each cut and in assuming that
all radioactive material adhering to the inner cut surface would
become airborne). Therefore, we conclude that the FPL estimates of
gaseous releases, were carried out in an acceptable manner and
represent reasonable estimates.

In Table 4.2, the estimates for liquid releases of tritium vary
widely because FPL plans to store the reactor coolant water for
reuse, whereas the generic (NUREG/CR-0199)~ estimate assumes that
the coolant is discharged after processing for nuclides other than
tritium. However, FPL has estimated the magnitude of the release
should it become necessary to discharge the coolant. Any such
release would be treated by the chemical and volume control systems
prior to release and would amount to a maximum of 0.8 Ci of mixed
fission and activation products released from the reactor coolant
system. The FPL estimate for the release of mixed fission and
activation products is larger than the generic estimate because the
latter did not include the releas'es of the secondary coolant nor the
local decontamination solutions. Both estimates included the activities
in laundry waste water. FPL based its estimates of releases from
the laundry waste water and secondary coolant on past measurements
of these sources at Turkey Point. FPL used commonly accepted methods
to calculate the releases from local decontamination solutions.
Based on these several considerations, we conclude that FPL has made
reasonable estimates of the radioactive liquid effluents during the
repair effort, and that these estimates correspond well to our own
best estimates.

Any liquid effluent containing radioactivity would be discharged
into the condenser cooling water and subsequently be discharged into
the closed cycle cooling canal. Pursuant to a Final Judgment in the
U. S. District Court for the Southern District of Florida (Civil
Action No 70-328-CA; reproduced in Appendix C of the FESs) Florida
Power and Light Company shall not discharge into Biscayne Bay or
Card Sound any water used for cooling its condensers at its generatingfacilities at Turkey Point.

Our estimates of dose to individuals and to the population as a whole
in the area surrounding the Turkey Point site are based on the radio-
active effluents which FPL estimated for the repair effort (summarized
in Table 4.2) and on the calculational methods presented in Regulatory
Guides 1.109, l.ill and 1.113.~ ''~'' Me conclude that offsite
individuals will receive doses from the repair effort of the same
order as, or less than, the annual dose consequences presented in the



FES.e The doses to the popu'lation within 50 miles will be less than
5 man-rem to the thyroid or total body from liquid effluents, and
less than 2 man-rem to the thyroid or total body from airborne
effluents. Every year the same population (about 2 million) will
receive a total body dose of about 200,000 man-rem from the natural
background radiation in the vicinity of Turkey Point (0. 1 rems per
year).~~ Thus, the population total body dose from the repaireffort is less than 0. 01K of the annual dose due to natural back-
ground. On these bases, we conclude that the doses to individuals
in unrestricted areas and to the population within 50 miles due to
gaseous and liquid effluents from the repair project will not be
environmentally significant.

FPL has estimated that the repair of one unit will result in a total
solid waste volume (exclusive of the steam generators lower sections)
of 27,400 cubic feet (about 780 cubic meters) containing 130 Ci to
be shipped to a licensed burial facility. Based on the information
presented in NUREG/CR"0199,~ we estimate that 81,000 cubic feet
(3,850 cubic meters) of solid waste will be generated per unit. Our
estimate of the volume is higher than the FPL estimate; however, we
find the FPL es'timate of 130 Ci reasonable. This does not include
the radoactivity on the inside surfaces of the old steam generators.
En 1976 and 1977, Turkey Point generated an annual average of 44,400
cubic feet (about 1255 cubic meters) of solid waste per unit containing
450 Ci per unit of radioactivity.~ '4 Since the solid wastes represent
a radiological impact which is smaller than the impact from solid
wastes from normal operation and an increase in volume of solid
waste which is less than 3X over the life of the plant, we conclude
that the radiological impact is not environmentally significant.

The steam generator lower sections may be considered as solid
waste; however, facilities are not available for barge unloading of
such large pieces of radioactive waste. Truck hauling would require
cutting the sections into smaller pieces and would entail the addi-
tional dose accumulated during the cutting and packaging process.
For these reasons the steam generator lower sections wi 11 be stored
on site for a period of time. This period may be for as long as the
life of the plant at which time the disposal of of the sections would
become part of the decommissioning process of the plant. The period
may last just until facilities for barge shipment become available.

On the basis of long term onsite storage of the degraded steam
generators until the reactors are decommissioned, there will be
essentially no radioactive effluents from the generators for 30 years.
Final disposal at that time wi 11 result in small offsite gaseous and
liqui'd radioactive releases, because a large fraction of the radio-
active nuclides in the steam generators will have decayed in 30 years.
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of several years will recoup the immediate large one-time dose
resulting from the repair operation. The individual risks associated
with the exposures involved in the repair program will be controlled
and limited so as not to exceed the limits set forth in 10 CFR
Part 20 for occupational exposure. These limits assure that the
hazard to any exposed individual is small.

For a 2600 man-rem increase in occupational exposure, the increased
risk of premature fatal cancer induction is predicted to be less
than one event (0.2 events from data for the population as a whole
as given in the BEIR report).~~ The increased risk from this exposure
with respect to genetic effects to the ensuing five generations is
also predicted to be less than'ne event (0.5 events from data for
the population as a whole as given in the BEIR report). For the
selected population of workers exposed in the repair program,
consisting principally of males in the age ranges from 20 to 40,
these risks would tend to be somewhat less. Therefore, we conclude
that the impact of occupational radiation dose from the repaireffort will not be environmentally significant.

Public Radiation Ex osure

Our independent analysis of the gaseous and liquid releases of
radioactivity from the plant site during the steam generator repair
project is based in large part on the generic report, NUREG/CR-0199.~
The estimates of releases in this report are upper bound values,
based on conservatively high estimates for each type of re'lease.

Similar estimates of the gaseous and liquid effluents during the
repair were made by FPL. ~ These estimates wer e based on the specific
equipment design and procedures to be used at the Turkey Point
Plant. Table 4.2 presents the NUREG/CR-0199 estimates~ and FPL
estimates~ of the radioactive effluents which wi 11 be released as a
result of the repair effort. Table 4.2 also presents the FPL reported
average radioactive effluent releases for 1976~~ and 1977~a and the
annual average radioactive effluent release estimates presented in
the Turkey Point FES.e

Table 4.2 shows that the releases for the repair effort estimated by
FPL and PNL are much lower (except for the airborne particulates)
than the Turkey Point 1976 and 1977 releases and the FESe annual
average estimates. For airborne particulates, the FPL estimates of
releases are in the same range as or lower than the 1976 and 1977
releases as shown in Table 4.2. The Turkey Point FES does not
present numerical estimates of airborne particulate and tritium
releases. However, airborne particulates and tritium are small dose
contributors compared to radioiodine and noble gases for the highest
dose pathways of exposure to individuals in the general public.
Therefore, the conclusions regarding dose consequences presented in
the FES are still valid.



Table 4.2

Radioactive Effluents for Turke Point Plant

Steam Generator Re air 0 eratin Ex erience FES

Type of
Radioactive
Effluent

GASEOUS

FPL
Release
Estimates
(Ci/Unit)

NUREG/
CR-0199
Release
Estimates
(Ci/Unit)

1976
Average
Releases
Ci/Unit)

1977
Average
Releases
(Ci/Unit)

Annual
Average
Realease
Estimates
(Ci/Unit/Yr)

Noble Gases
Nalogens (Iodines)

Particulates
Tritium

0. 0021

0. 0085

included in
particulates

0. 0001

7800
0.3

0. 038
3

12,000
0.7

0. 026
2.0

3650
0 8~

LBIU ID

Hixed fission 8

activation products
Tritium

0. 55
185

0. 14
190

4.3
390

4.5
460

28
1000

" includes particulates
a These are the releases for Unit 3; the releases for Unit 4 will be slightly smaller

since Unit 4 is less contaminated.



In summary, the above discussion shows that the differences between
the lower generic estimate (33"0 man-rem per unit) and the FPL
detailed estimate (1300 man-rem per unit) can be reconciled in
consideration of (1) the use of lower dose rates measured at
Turkey Point in the FPL estimate and (2) the use of more dose
reducing measures by FPL than in the generic estimate. We there-
fore conclude that the FPL d-.tailed estimate of 1300 man-rem per
unit is a more realistic estimate than 3380 man-rem per unit for
the repair of the steam generators in one Turkey Point unit.
Consequently, in the remainder of this appraisal, we have used
1300 man-rem per unit as the occupational dose for the steam
generator repair work at Tur key Point.

To put into perspective the occupational doses to be incurred in
repairing steam generators, it is helpful to compare these doses
with (1) those expected from the normal operation of nuclear
plants, (2) the projected long-term man-rem reduction resulting
from steam generator repair and (3) the doses from major
maintenance operations at other plants.

Although the AEC was startinn to compile occupational exposure
estimates for nuclear power 'lant operation at the time that the
Turkey Point FESs was prepar .d in 1972, such exposures were not
specifically considered in t. ~ Turkey Point FES.

In recent environmental stat. nents, we have estimated an annual
occupational dose of about 5 0 man-rem per reactor unit, averaged
over the life of the plant ( 3-40 years). This value is based on
the average of annual doses received at operating plants. In
1977, the average occupational dose per unit for light water
reactors in the United States was 570 man-rem. The doses ranged
from 87 to 3140 man-rem per reactor unit, with major maintenance
during the year accounting for the larger values. Occasional
large doses associated with major maintenance, such as the
1300 man-rem dose per unit for the proposed steam generator repair,
will occur. NRC regulations require that measures be taken to
keep these doses ALARA.

In 1976 and 1977, workers at Turkey Point received whole body
doses of 600 man-rem~ and 450 man-rem~ (combined totals for both
units), respectively, during the inspection and plugging of degraded
steam generator tubes. The total occupational doses for the two
units combined were 1184 man-rem in 1976 and 1036 man"rem in 1977.
These doses are comparable to the 570 man-rem per unit per year
average for U.S. light water reactors in 1977. At the end of
Section 3. 1 in our SEs, we concluded that the proposed 'repair
would eliminate the potential for the kinds of the tube degrada-
tion observed to date. Based on our experience with plants without
severe denting problems and our conclusion regarding corrosion



reduction, doses due to the inspection and plugging of degraded
tutas would be markedly reduced. We conclude that occupational
exposure after the repair will be reduced by hundreds of man-rem
per year for the two units combined. This would result in total
occupational exposures at Turkey Point lower than the national
average value for light water reactors (570 man-rem per unit in
'.977). We further conclude that the dose reduction of hundreds of
man-rem per year would, over a period of years tend to offset the
immediate one-time dose of about 1300 man-rem for repairing the
three steam generators in each unit.

FPL has estimated that the occupational dose for the inspection
and repair of degraded steam generator tubes will be reduced to
100 man-rem per year for the two Turkey Point units combined after
the repair has been completed. Based on our experience regarding
such inspections, we find this to be a realistic estimate.

The reduction of occupational exposure resulting from the repair
effort may be estimated by subtracting the estimated annual dose
after repair from the observed annual dose before repair. The
doses of 600 man-rem in 1976 and 450 man-rem in 1977 are con-
sidered representative of exposures related to steam generator
cperation at the Turkey Point Units before repair. Subtracting
t e after-repair dose of 100 man-rem from the before-repair range
c '50 to 600 man-rem leads to a reduction of 350 to 500 man-rem
p r year. At these rates of reduction the 2600 man-rem cost of
t e repair would be offset in about 5 to 7 years.

Operating experience at the Turkey Point plant over the last three
years demonstrates that the steam generators can continue to
operate with the degraded tubes plugged, but frequent inspection
and plugging as performed during the last three years would be
requi red to assure that the integrity of the steam generators
would be maintained. At the current rate of tube plugging, some-
what over 3X per year, it is our judgment that, with continued
inspections and plugging, the Turkey Point units could be safely
operated and, even if reduced power were required, the economic
balance would favor continued operation of the units, as opposed
t> decommissioning the

reactors'n

summary, we have drawn the following conclusions regar ding
occupational radiation exposure. The FPL estimate of 1300 man-rem

'per unit for the repair of the steam generators is reasonable.
This dose falls within the range of annual occupational doses
which have been observed in recent years.8 In our SEs we conclude
that FPL is taking the necessary steps to insure that occupational
doses will be maintained ALARA. Finally, the renovation of the
steam generators will lead to an occupational dose reduction of
hundreds of man-rem per year. This dose reduction over a period



4.0 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF STEAM GENERATOR REPAIR PROJECT
4.1 Radiolo ical Assessment
4. 1. 1 Occu ational Ex osure

The generic radiological assessment of steam generator repair,
prepared for the NRC by PNL and reported in NUREG/CR-0199,~ provides
an upper bound estimate of the occupational doses and off-site
radiological releases associated with the repair of steam generators
at a large PWR. The conservatisms in the PNL methods of assessment,
described below, provide the opportunity to reduce occupational
doses for the repair operations in specific cases considerably below
the generic estimates in NUREG/CR-0199.

The PNL estimates were derived by dividing the repair program into
sub-activities ("maintenance activities") and ascertaining the
estimated exposure rates for each sub-activity. The man"hours
required for each sub-activity multiplied by the corresponding
exposure rates in rem per hour gave the exposure in- man-rem for each
sub-activity. The total exposure for the repair program is the sum
of all the sub-activity exposures.

Repair program sub-activities were developed by PNL as a composite
of the work descriptions for repair of the steam generators at Surry
and Turkey Point as determined by VEPCO and FPL. Man-hour estimates
for each activity were developed by PNL based on prior experience
with similar activities, using standard estimating techniques.
Exposure rates were based on information from several sources including
data 'from measurements made at several operating PWRs including the
Turkey Point Units. PNL usually selected exposure rate values on
the high end of the range of values measured at the several plants.

The generic estimate of the total occupational whole body dose for
the repair of the three steam generators associated with each reac or
unit was presented in NUREG/CR-0199~ as a range of values, 3380 to
5840 man-rem per unit. Both ends of this range were conservatively
estimated and represent upper bound values. The upper value, 5840
man-rem per unit was estimated assuming no credit for dose saving
techniques. The lower value, 3380 man-rem per unit was estimated
taking credit for three dose reduction methods: (1) shielding by
raising the steam generator water level, (2) using a limited amount
of remote tooling, and (3) increasing the source-to-receiver distance.

The FPL occupational exposure estimates include a detailed estimate
of doses, based on major job functions, of 1300 man-rem per unit.
This detailed estimate does not include dose reductions from use of
temporary shielding and local decontamination or dose costs from
their implementation. It does include the dose reduction due to the
three reduction methods listed above and measures such as pre-job
planning and pre-job training. FPL has estimated a range of doses
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for the steam generator repair program of from 650-1450 man-rem per
unit. This range of doses reflects the uncertainties in estimating
job man-hours and radiation intensities, and in predicting the
effectiveness of temporary shielding and the exposures during its
installation. Therefore, although FPL has not included the effect
of temporary shielding and local decontamination in its detailed
estimates, FPL has considered the effect in its predic+'d range of
doses.

In view of the above discussion, the lower end of the generic range,
3380 man-rem per unit is taken as the appropriate estimate for
comparison with the detailed estimate of 1300 man-rem per unit. A
summary comparing FPL detailed estimates with our generic estimates
from NUREG/CR-01992 for the four main phases of the project is given
in Table 4. 1. Figure 3.2 shows the radiation levels in the regions
where the main cuts are proposed to remove the degraded steam generator.

Table 4.1

Comparison of Occupational Collective Whole Body Dose E~timates

Phase NRC Generic Estimate
Dose, man-rem/unit

FPL Estimate
Dose, man-rem/unit

Preparation
Removal
Installation
Storage

450
1100
1800

30

257
. 436

569
39

Total 3380 1301

The differences between the detailed estimates are accounted for by
the same factors discussed above for the total estimates. FPL
calculations of doses used commonly accepted practices for cal-
culating doses and took into account the dose reduction measures
proposed to maintain doses As Low As Reasonab'iy Achievable (ALARA),
including pre-job training and use of remote tools wher practicable.
Temporary shielding and local decontamination will be used when such
measures are determined to be consistent with ALARA requirements.
In Section 3 of its report', FPL has documented its consideration of
the guidance with regard to ALARA issues in Regulatory Guide 8.8,
Revision 2.7 We have reviewed the FPL treatment of ALARA issues in
detail in Section 2.6 of our SE.s We concluded that the FPL efforts
to maintain occupational doses ALARA during the repair effort are
acceptable.
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After removal and storage of all three steam generator lower assemblies,
their replacements will be transported from the barge dock or temporary
storage location to the equipment hatch. The same machinery used to
remove the lower assemblies will be used to install the new assemblies
in their cubicles. The steam generator support system will be
reinstalled and the upper assembly with its refurbished internals will
be mounted on the lower assembly. After welding the two assemblies
together, the piping will be reconstructed. Following these major repairactivities there will be cleaning, hydrostatic testing, baseline inservice
inspections, and pre-operational testing of instruments, components and
systems. Then the reactor will be refueled and startup tests will be
performed. The performance of the repaired steam generators will be
tested for moisture carryover and verification of thermal and hydraulic
characteristics.
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3. 0 REMOVAL AND REINSTALLATION OPERATIONS

A drawing showing the principal parts of a typical steam generator is
presented in Figure 3. 1. Figure 3.2 shows the regions where the main cuts
are proposed to remove the degraded steam generator. It shows also the
radiation levels in these regions. A brief description of the FPL pro-
posed repair procedure follows.

FPL is planning to repair all six steam generators at, the Turkey Point
plant, Units 3 and 4. The units will be repaired in series; one unit will
be conducting normal power operations while the other unit is undergoing
steam generator repairs. The repair will consist of replacing the lower
assembly of each steam generator including the shell and the tube bundle
and refurbishing and partially replacing the steam separation equipment
in the upper assembly. The old lower assembly will be removed from the
containment building through the existing equipment hatch and transported
to a special storage facility that will be constructed on the Turkey Point
site. The new lower assemblies will arrive at the site by barge. They
wi 11 be transferred to a wheeled transporter and hauled on the existing
road to the containment building equipment hatch.

Prior to the repair work, the unit wi 11 be shut down and all systems will
be placed in condition for long term layup. The reactor vessel head will
be removed for refueling. All of the normal procedures for fuel cooling
and fuel removal will be followed. The fuel will be removed from the reactor
and placed in the spent fuel storage facility and then the reactor vessel
head will be replaced. The equipment hatch will be opened and access control
will be established. The biological shield wall and a section of the operating
floor concrete and structural steel will be removed to provide access to
the steam generator. Guide rails will be installed for transporting the
lower assembly through the equipment hatch.

After this preparatory work, the c'utting of system piping will begin.
This will include cutting and removal of sections of steam lines, feedwater
lines, reactor coolant inlet and outlet lines, and miscellaneous smaller
lines for the service air and water and the instrumentation system. The
steam generator wi 11 then be cut at the transition cone and the upper shell
will be removed. The steam generator supports will be disassembled and
the steam generator lower assembly will be lowered and placed in a horizontal
position on a transport mechanism. 'his mechanism will carry the assembly
through the equipment hatch. A mobile crane will lift the lower assembly
onto a transporter that will carry it to the steam generator storage facility
on the site.
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2. 0 BACKGROUND

In order to provide the NRC staff with an independent basis for evaluat-
ing the radiological impacts associated with the repair of degraded
steam generators at large pressurized water reactors (PWRs), we con-
tracted with Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories (PNL) to perform a
generic radiological assessment of the steam generator repair and dis-
posal operations. This assessment has been published in an NRC report~
NUREG/CR-0199," Radiological Assessment of Steam Generator Removal and
Replacement."

Information useful to the environmental review is also contained in the
NRC staff's Safety Evaluation (SE)s on the repair project, particularly
the sections evaluating (1) the measures to reduce corrosion, (2) the
As Low As is Reasonably Achievable (ALARA) considerations, and (3) the
radiological consequences of postulated accidents.

The steam generator repair program proposed by FPL is similar to the
one proposed by the Virginia Electric Power Company (VEPCO)"'s'6. The
two plants are similar. Each of the plants contain two Westinghouse
three loop PWR's and commenced commercial operation in 1972 and 1973.
Both plants began operation using a sodium phosphate secondary water
chemistry treatment and both plants changed to all volatile chemistry
treatment (AVT); Turkey Point in late 1974, Surry in early 1975.
The repair program of the Surry units was approved in January 1979.

2. 1 Histor of Steam Generator 0 eration

Tur key Point Units 3 and 4 began commercial operation on December 14,
1972, and September 9, 1973, respectively. Like almost all units with
U-tube design steam generators, they began operation using a sodium
phosphate secondary water chemistry treatment. Largely to correct a
wastage and caustic stress corrosion cracking encountered with the phos-
phate treatment, most PWRs with a U-tube design steam generator using
a phosphate treatment for the secondary coolant have now converted to
an all volatile chemistry (AVT). Both Tur key Point 3 and 4 were con-
verted around August, 1974.

In 1975, radial deformation, or the so-called "denting," of steam genera-
tor tubes occurred in several PWR facilities including Turkey Point, 3 and
4, after 4 to 14 months operation, following the conversion from a
sodium phosphate treatment to an AVT chemistry for the steam generator
secondary coolant. On September 15, 1976, during normal operation, one
U-tube in the innermost row parallel to the rectangular flow slots in
steam generator A at Surry Unit No. 2 rapidly developed a substantial
primary to secondary leak (about 80 gpm).

Subsequent to the 80 gpm leak at Surry Unit 2, the NRC has imposed
augmented inservice inspection requirements on Surry Units 1 and 2,
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Turkey Point Units 3 and 4, San Onofre Unit 1 and Indian Point Unit 2.
In addition, operating restrictions and limited periods of oper ation,
typically six months, between inspections are also imposed at Surry
Units 1 and 2 and Turkey Point Units 3 and 4. The augmented inspection
requirements include an assessment of the magnitude and progression of
tube denting, and support plate deformation and/or cracking.

2.2 Reasons for Steam Generator Re air

The six steam generators at Turkey Point Units 3 and 4 have all under-
gone a significant amount of degradation since they began operation.
The wastage and denting phenomena, discussed earlier, have led to tube
wall thinning, support plate flow slot hourglassing and plate ligament
cracking, tube denting, stress corrosion cracking, and several instances
of reactor coolant leakage through cracked tubes. As of May 1979, tube
plugging for various reasons has resulted in removing about 17.5X of
the steam generator tubes in Unit 3 and about 20.5X of the tubes in
Unit 4 from continuing service.

Due to the continuing denting related problems, the certainty of addi-
tional tube plugging that may result in power derating, and the economic
considerations for operating with substantially reduced heat transfer
capacities on the two units, Florida Power & Light Company (FPL) sub-
mitted a proposal~ for the replacement of the degraded portions of the
steam generators.
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1.0 PROPOSED ACTION

By letter dated September 20, 1977 Florida Power and Light Company
(FPL) submitted a report~ entitled "Steam Generator Repair Report
Turkey Point Units 3 and 4." This report has been supplemented on
December 20, 1977, March 7, April 25, June 20, August 4, and
December 15, 1978 and January 26, 1979. The report describes a
proposed program to repair the six steam generators in Units 3 and 4 by
replacing the lower assembly, including the tube bundles, of each
generator.

FPL plans to repair all six steam generators in Turkey Point 3 and 4.
The Unit 4 steam generators have the most tubes plugged and therefore
will be repaired first. The repair of Turkey Point 3 steam generators
is expected to be started about one year later. Since power demands in
the FPL system peak in the summer, and the repair is expected to take
from six to nine months per unit, the repair should be started in the
fall in order to be completed before the next summer peak demand. When
FPL submitted the repair plan on September 20, 1977 the corporate plan
was to be prepared to star t the repair for Unit 4 in October 1978. The
repair of Unit 4 steam generator is now not expected to start before
fall of 1979.
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Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel
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Washington, D.C. 20555

Dr. Oscar H. Paris
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C-. 20555
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400 Circle Drive
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In the Matter of
Florida Power and Light Company

(Turkey Point Nuclear ating Unit Nos. 3 and 4)
Docket Nos. 50-250 8 0-25 (Proposed Amendments to

Facilit 0 eratin Licenses o Permit Steam Generator Re air

Dear Members of the Board:

Enclosed please find a copy of the NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation's
Environmental Impact Appraisal issued in connection with the above-captioned
matter.

Sincerely,

,.! 4~
Steven C. Goldberg
Counsel for NRC Staff

Enclosure: As stated

cc w/enclosure:
Mr. Mark P. Oncavage

'Harold F. Reis, Esq.
Norman A. Coll, Esq.
Martin H. Hodder, Esq.
Bruce S. Rogow, Esq.
Atomic Safety and Licensing

Board Panel
Atomic Safety and Licensing

Appeal Board Panel
Docketing and Service Section
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NOTICE OF APPEARANCE

RICHARD A. MARSHALL, JR., hereby enters his Notice of

Appearance as co-counsel for Petitioner MARK P. ONCAVAGE,

12200 S.W. 110th Avenue, Miami, Florida.

I certify that I am admitted to practice by the Supreme

Court of Florida; the United States District Court for the

Southern District of Florida; and the United States Court of

Appeals for the Fifth Circuit.
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Respectfully submitted,

g /L'g)~i)t
RICHARD A. MARSHALL, JR.
18050 S.W. 212th "Street
Miami, Florida 33187
(305) 233-8104
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that copies of the attached Notice of
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United, States mail, first class, properly stamped and addressed,

on July 25, l979.

Elizabeth S. Bowers, Esquire
Chairperson
Atomic Safety and. Licensing Board Panel
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington', D.C. 20555

Dr. Oscar H. Paris
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dr. David B. Hall
400 Circle Drive
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501

Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555
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Washington, D.C. 20'555

Guy Cunningham, Esquire
Steven C. Goldberg, Esquire
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
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Washington, D.C. 20555
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Secretary of the Commission,
U.S.Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Docketing 6 Service Section,
Washington, D.C. - 20555

aM a6'f. S~
gOGXft V~ER
PgQD. & U~~ EM

8254 S.W. 37 Street
Miami, Floxid'a, 33155
August 20, 1919

Dear Secretary:

I would like to request permission to speak at the coming, Public:
Hearing reguarding Mr.Mark Oncavage filing an interventian oZ the
Florida Power 6 Light Companys 2 Nuclear Power plants whi'eh are
leaking which. are located at Turkey Point, Florida.
I am an inventor/research scientist covering many scientiXic-
fields, as well as having knowledge in Alternate Sources af Energy.

I am highly interested as a'oncerned citizen reguardmg ~~he
hazards involved with the leaks at both Turkey Point nuclear'ower
planes, over the past several years after being in operati~on only
6 6 7 years as well as the dangers involved in repairs 6 aost:s.

Hoping to hear from you reguarding my permission to speak:-, at the:
coming Hearing. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Enos L. Schera,Jr. ~N gc
~O

o>+
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Secretary
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Mr.- Hendrie:

I have learned of the grave dangers and great expense. that will, result
from the process of repairing the Turkey Pt. Nuclear Reactors Three and
Four, from the report of Mark Oncavage. After building the nuclear reactor
at a cost of $ 212 million projected to last for 30 years, we now find
that it will cost an additional 232 million dollars just to repair-
and that after only 7 years, for a total to date of Dearly 32'biZ.lion
dollars.'ostwise on a per kilowatt hour projection„ this is extravagance
rather than economy, plus the additional radiation hazardi as an added
burden.

Thusfar we have not found a satisfactory way of disposing or storing the
waste products. Until such time as we do, we are faced with an ever-growing
volume of waste products that will be a danger to alX'. of's. for >4 million

. years;

Currently the answers are offered us of putting it in;. the ground or cement
blocks which are 2 feet thick. However, .our soil is.. porous and. the water
table picks up every component in the soil and distributes it- widely.
Florida,'he vegetable garden of the U.S. will be exparting, a new danger
with its fruits and vegetables.

We do. not offer this suggestion in a vacuum or propoae that we do without.
Rather, we suggest that the abundant energy sources available to us in
harnessing solar power, wind power, tidal and gulf steam currents, dams.
subterranean thermal power as well as other fuels, such as, coal, alcohol,
and the utilization of combustible gases, collectively will provide us
with a happier, healthier and more persistent source of our power at lesser
cost, and self-renewing for the greater part.
Turkey Pt. has shown us only the tip of the iceberg insofar. as costs are.
concerned. We can expect this turkey, go„ end up as a; multi billion cost
over its 30 year projected life. Applying .= just a fx.-action of what this- and
the hundreds of other atomic plants ar'ound the count-y will represent into.
perfecting technology of alternative source development use will end up
with true independence from foreign sources of energy while improving the
whole ecological future of our country.

Sincerely yours„

o'„-
Ac

t
R

Ruth Leopold



PROPOSED SCHEDULE — TURKEY POINT
STEAM GENERATOR REPAIRS

LICENSING HEARING

Thursday August 30, 1979 Parties meet in Miami — to discuss
contentions, possible stipulations,
and set a schedule for discovery.

Friday

Friday

August 31, 1979

September 14, 1979

Parties report to Board (ASLB) on
meeting of August 30. All parties
commence discovery on contentions
ruled admissible by Board in Order
of August 3, 1979. (Contentions 2,
5, 6, 7, 12 and 18).

Parties simultaneously file and
serve statements concerning admis-
sibility of Intervenor's conten-
tions filed with Board with report
of August. 31, 1979.

Tuesday- October 30, 1979*/

**/Friday— November 16, 1979
**/Tuesday — December 4, 1979

Cut-off for discovery requests on
contentions ruled admissible by
the Board in Order of August 3,
1979.

File prepared testimony.

Commence hearing.

All parties agree that, discovery on any other contentions ruled
admissible by the Board may commence upon issuance of the
Board's order s'o ruling.
Assuming it is, consistent with the Board's schedule, both
Licensee and Intervenor agree to the proposed December 4 hearing
date. The NRC Staff believes it is premature to project dates
to file testimony or commence a hearing.

ATTACHMENT B





14. The measures proposed to be taken to protect against fire
hazards associated with the steam generator repairs are

inadequate to protect against radioactive releases in

violation of 10 CFR Parts 20, 50, 51, 100, NRC guidelines,

and NEPA.



13. The proposed method of radiation monitoring during repair

of the steam generators is inadequate in that it fails to

comply with 10 CFR Parts 20, 50, 51, 100, NEPA, and FNPCA.



12. The programs and procedures proposed to be followed by

the Licensee in making the steam generator repairs demon-

strate that it will not. make every reasonable effort to

maintain occupational radiation exposures at a reasonably

safe level and at a level within 10 CFR Parts 20 and 51.



ll. The utility has failed to provide an accurate cost/benefit

analysis contrary to 10 CPR Parts 50 and 51, and the

National Environmental Policy Act, and the FWPCA because:

a 0

b.

it has failed to consider the cost of future

recurring steam generator repairs;

it has used the inaccurate figure of $ 300,000 per

day per unit for replacement power costs for reactor

outage;

c ~

d.

e.

the use of a radiation exposure value guideline of

$ 1,000 per man-rem for plant workers is inaccurate;

it has failed to provide a cost/benefit analysis for

an additional commitment of land resources for the

creation of a nuclear waste storage facility.
it has failed to consider the costs of addition of

a full flow condensate demineralizer and of condenser

retubing;

it has failed to consider the additional costs

caused by inflation and delay.



The Commission's NEPA Analysis is inadequate in that

it fails to adequately consider the following alter-
native procedures:

b.

c ~

d.

e.

arresting tube support plate corrosion;

in-place tube restoration (sleeving);

in-place steam generator tube replacement (retubing);

derating;

decommissioning;

bioconversion;

g. conservation;

h. solar energy;

natural gas; or

coal



The cumulative offsite radiation releases as a

result of all activity at Turkey Point, during the

proposed repairs, are contrary to 10 CFR Parts 20,

50, 51, 100, and the National Environmental Protection

Act.



The continued operation of Turkey Point Units 3 and 4

should be suspended because:

a ~

c

the impaired condition of the steam generators

poses the possibility of accidental loss of

coolant;

the impaired. condition of the steam generators

subjects onsite workers to unacceptable levels

of radiation exposure;

the impaired condition of the steam generators

poses the possibility of offsite radiation
releases endangering the public health and

environment and violate the Federal Water

Pollution Control Act by the discharge of

primary coolant.



The Licensee has not considered in its cost benefit

analysis in violation of l0 CFR Parts 50 and 51, and

NEPA:

a. the cost of a full-flow condensate polishing

demineralizing system;

b. the effluent release from a full-flow
condensate polishing demineralizing system; or

c. the environmental degradation caused by a full-
flow condensate polishing demineralizing system.



Whether the creation of a long-term nuclear waste storage

facility at Turkey Point is in compliance with 10 CFR Parts

50, 51, NEPA, FWPCA, or any laws protecting Biscayne Bay or

Biscayne National Monument, their surroundings, and their
delicate life forms, with particular attention being drawn

to the proposed floorless 'steam generator disposal building?

(Contention 18 — May 2, 1979)



Whether the use of transient workers with unknown radiation

exposure histories is in compliance with 10 CFR Parts 20, 51

or NEPA?

(Contention 12 — May 2, 1979)



Whether the discharge of untreated laundry waste water

complies with 10 CFR Parts 20, 50, 51, NEPA or FWPCA?

(Contention 7 — May 2, 1979)



Whether the handling, processing, storing, or discharging

of primary coolant is in conformance with requirements

of 10 CFR Parts 20 g 50 g 51 g 100 g NEPA or FWPCA?

(Contention 6 — May 2, 1979)



Whether the steam generator repairs proposed by the

utility comply with 10 CPR Part 20, NEPA, or the FWPCA?

(Contention 5 — Hay 2, 1979)



INTERVENOR CONTENTIONS — AUGUST 30, 1979

Whether pursuant to requirements of the, National

Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), 10 CFR Parts 50, 51,

the Commission must prepare an Environmental Impact

Statement on tne proposed operating license (OL)

amendments, with specific references to 10 CFR 50.90?

a. Whether the requirements of the FWPCA are

met in the form of inclusion .in a NEPA cost/
benefit analysis?

(Contention, 2 — May 2, 1979)
ATTACHMENT A
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Atomic Safety and Licensing
Board Panel

August 31, 1979
Page 3

Counsel for the NRC Staff believes it is premature to project
dates to file proposed, testimony ox for commencement of a hearing.
With respect to the date for commencement and cut-off of discovery
on those issues identified by the Boax'd in its August 3 order,
counsel for the Licensee and NRC Staff agree to the dates specified,
in the schedule. Counsel for the Intervenor agrees to those dates,
subject to the understanding that the hearing is to be held in
December 1979.

Xn order to resolve the question of scheduling„ the date
fox'ilingproposed testimony and the commencement of a hearing,

Licensee intends shortly to file a formal motion with the Board
requesting that it adopt, a. proposed sche ule.

Very ruly yours,
I

Norm n A. Coll

jb
Attachments

cc: See attached Certificate of Service
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Page 2

August 3, 1979 (Contentions 2, 5, 6, 7, 12 and 18 submitted May 2,
1979). In addition, counsel for Intervenor indicated that cer-
'tain contentions which had been refined from the original May 2,
1979 submittal, as well as certain other contentions which the
Licensee had refined and to which additions had been made by
Intervenor should also be litigated. Taken together, these con-
tentions now supersede all prior contentions and contain all of
the matters which Intervenor wishes to litigate in this proceeding.
They are contained in Attachment A to this letter.

The parties are unable to reach complete agreement as to the
admissibility or form of these proposed contentions. Counsel for
the NRC Staff understands the Board to have admitted the conten-
tions identifi'ed by the Board in its Order of August 3, 1979
(Contentions 2, 5, 6, 7, 12 and 18), but reserves the right to
submit that certainistatutes and regulations referenced therein
are inapplicable. The NRC Staff counsel also expressed the view
that other contentions lacked specificity and basis, or otherwise
contained matters beyond the scope of this proceeding. Counsel
for Licensee expressed the view that the contentions identified
by the Board in its Order of August 3, 1979 need further refine-
ment, in particular the elimination of references to statutes and
regulations which are inapplicable. In addition, counsel for
Licensee believes certain of the proposed contentions in Attach-
ment A are beyond the scope of this proceeding and the jurisdic-
tion of this Board, and others require further refinement, parti-
cularization and specificity. The parties agreed that each would
file a statement with the Board no later than Sept, ember 14, 1979
setting forth its position concerning these matters.

In addition, the parties attempted to establish a tentative
pre-hearing schedule. Depending upon the Board's schedule, the
Licensee and the Intervenor have agreed to a tentative December 4,
1979 hearing commencement date. A procedural schedule keyed to
that date is attached to this letter as Attachment B.
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DIRECT DIAL NUM8CR

Elizabeth S. Bowers, Esq.
Chairman
Atomic Safety and Licensing

Board Panel
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission
Washington, DC 20555

Dr. Oscar H. Paris
Atomic Safety and Licensing

Board Panel
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission .

Washington, DC 20555

Dr. David B. Hall
400 Circle Drive
Santa Fe, NM 87501

In the Matter of
Florida, Power 6 Light Company
(Turkey Point. Units Nos. 3 6 4)
Docket Nos. 50-250-SP and 50-251-SP

Dear Members of the Board:

The purpose of this letter is to report to the Board on the
meeting between all parties held August. 30, 1979, in Miami,
Florida, pursuant to the Board's Order of August 3, 1979. The
purpose of the meeting was to discuss proposed contentions and
possible stipulations, and to attempt to set a realistic schedule
for discovery.

)

Prior to the meeting, counsel for the Licensee and counsel
for the Xntervenor exchanged proposed refined contentions. At
the meeting, counsel for Intervenor indicated that the contentions
Intervenor wished to litigate in this proceeding would consist in
part of those contentions identified by the Board in its Order of
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l UNITED STATES
NUCI EAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMICSAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD PANEL
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555 ~o~~gc,us

~ peg 8

Septenber 4, 1979

Robert N. Lazo, Esq.
Acting Chairman
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

Panel
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Camri.ssicn
VashiI~on, D. C. 20555

FIORIDA POMER AK) LIGHT GMPANY
(Turkey Point Nuclear Generating
Units 3 and 4, Dockets 50-250 (SP)
and 50-251 (SP), (Proposed Amendments
to Facility Operating License to Permit:
Steam Generator'Repairs) '

Dear Bob:

I have considered the total situation in the proposed Turkey
Poimt'roceedingand have determined that I must, recuse myself from the Lie~in@

Board. I cannot apply the objectivity and the impartiality require '.by a
member of .the Licensing Board Panel. My dissenting opinion to the Bcxard's:
Order of August 3, 1979, clearly states my position in this matter.

. therefore recuse myself fran the Turkey Point Board.

Very truly yours,

Atomic Safety and Licensing Hoard:
Panel
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UNITED STATES 0
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COhDf SSIOK%

[Docket Nos. 50-250-SP and 50-25K;SP]
FLORIDA POWER AND LIGHT COhIPANP

(Turkey Point Nuclear Generating Units Nos 3 and 4)
Facility Operating Licenses Nos. DPR-31 a~d DPR-4l

~o

s

NOTICE OF RECONSTITUTION OF BOMB

Dr. David B. Hall was a member of the Atonic Safety and

Licensing Board for the above proceeding. Dr'a11. has recused
himself. from further service on this Board.

Accordingly, Dr. Emmeth A. Luebke, whose mddreas is
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel, U. S. .Ntzcl'.ear

Regulatory'ommission,

Washington, D. C. 20555, is appoinNecK a. member of
this Board. Reconstitution of the Board in tM.s; manner is in
accordance with Section 2.721 of the Commissi'om's Rules of
Practice, as amended.

R mg
Rober t hf. Lazu, Acting hairman
Atomic Safety':and Licensing

Board Panel

Dated at Bethesda, maryland

this 5th day of September 1979.
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thartin H. Hodder,'sq.
1131 N.E. 86th Street
Miami, Florida 33138

Sruce S. Rogow, Esq.
Nova Law School
3301 College Avenue
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 33314

~aL+
teven . o erg

Counsel for NRC Staff



UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE O'HE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of

FLORIDA POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY

(Turkey Point Nuclear Generating
Unit Nos. 3 and 4)

Docket Nos. 50-250
50-251

(Proposed Amendments to Facility
Operating Licenses to Permit
Steam Generator Repair)

CERTIFICATE OF SERYICE

I hereby certify that copies of "NRC STAFF STATEMENT OF POSITION ON
CONTENTIONS AND MOTION TO STRIKE" in the above-captioned proceeding
have been served on the'ollowing by deposit in the United States mail,first class, or, as indicated by an asterisk, through deposit in the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission s internal mail system, this 14th day of
September, 1979:

*Elizabeth S;- Bowers, Esq., Chairman
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dr. David B. Hall
Atomic*Safety and Licensing Board Panel
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

*Dr. Oscar H. Paris
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Mr. Mark P. Oncavage
12200 S. W. 110th Avenue
Miami, Florida 33176

Harold F. Reis, Esq.
Lowenstein, Newman, Reis,
Axelrad E Toll

1025 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

+Atomic Safety and Licensing
Board Panel

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

~Atomic Safety and Licensing
Appeal Board Panel

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

*Docketing and Service Section
Office of the Secretary
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Norman A. Coll, Esq.
Steel, Hector 8 Davis
Southeast First National

Bank Building
Miami, Florida 33131
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In any case, a favorable evaluation of the plant fire protection program >

subject to the imposition of specified license conditions, accompanied a

March 21, 1979 amendment to the operating license for Turkey Point, Units 3 and 4.

Additional fire protection measures will be taken during the proposed repair

activities which the Staff has found acceptable. SE, 53.2.3. Intervenor has not

provided any information to question the adequacy of those provisions. Thus,

the Staff opposes the admi ssi on of this contenti on.

CONCLUSION

For the reasons stated above, the Staff moves to strike the above-referenced

citations in admitted contentions 1 through 6. The Staff opposes the admission

of proposed contentions 7 through 14.

Respectfully submitted,

Steven C. Goldberg
Counsel for NRC Staff

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland
this 14th day of September, 1979.
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The contention lacks the requisite specificity and basis and fairly typifies
the "shot-gun" approach evidenced in the contentions. First, neither 10 CFR

Part 51, 100 nor the FWPCA prescribe radiation levels or radiological monitoring

requirements and are, thus, irrelevant to the apparent issue. Second, technical

specifications incorporated into the facility operating licenses restrict
radiological effluent releases to regulatory levels and prescribe survelliance

measures to assure compliance with such level. Intervenor has not indicated

why these measures are "inadequate". Personnel radiological monitoring will take

place as part of the Licensee's existing plant health physics procedures. SE,

52.6.1.5. moreover, the Staff has concluded that anticipated occupational exposures

~ during the repair effort will not exceed 10 CFR Part 20 levels and that the proposed

efforts to maintain occupational exposure ALARA are acceptable. Id. With regard to

offsite radiological releases, such releases will be monitored under the existing

surveillance program in the technical specifications to assure compliance with the

design objectives in Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50. SE, 552.6.3, 2.6.4. Thus, the

Staff opposes the admission of this contention.

Contention 14

The measures proposed to be taken to protect against .fire
hazards, associated with the steam generator repairs are
inadequate to protect .against radioactive releases in

~ violation of 10 CFR Parts 20, 50, 51, 100, NRE guidelines,
and NEPA.

The contention lacks the requisite specificity and basis. The relevance of the

cited regulations and unspecified "NRC guidelines" can only be surmised.
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governing low-level with disposal. See 10 CFR 520.302. Subpar t (e) seeks

the introduction of an issue that is beyond the scope of the proceeding. See

position on contention 7 ~su ra. Subpart (f) lacks reasonable specificity, is

unduly vague and not susceptible to a reasonable degree of proof. Thus, the

Staff opposes the admission of this contention.

Contention 12

The program< .and procedures proposed to b'e followed by the
License in making the steam generator repairs demonstrate
that it will not make every reasonable effort to maintain
occupational exposures at a reasonably safe level and at
a level within 10 CFR Part 20 and 51.

The contention lacks the requisite specificity and basis. The reference to 10 CFR

Part 51 is irrelevant to the substance of the contention in that this part does not

prescribe permissible levels of occupational exposure. See position on contention

2 ~su ra. More fundamental, by inferring that occupational exposures must be kept

at a "reasonably safe level and at, a level within 10 CFR Part 20", the contention

constitutes an impermissible challenge to the applicable regulations establishing

permissible dose levels and the ALARA concept in 10 CFR Part 20. See 10 CFR 52.758.

At best, the term "r easonably safe level" is unduly vague and not susceptible to

a reasonable degree of proof. The contention also appear s repetitive in light
of contention 2. Thus, the Staff opposes the admission of this contention.

Contention 13

The proposed method of radiation monitoring during .repair
of the steam generators is inadequate in that it fails
to comply with 10 CFR Parts 20, 50, 51, 100, NEPA, and
FWPCA.
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b. it has used the inaccurate figure of $ 300,000
per day per unit for replacement power costs
for reactor outage;

c. the use of a radiation exposure value guideline
of $ 1,000 per man-rem for plant workers is
inaccurate;

d. it has failed to provide a cost/benefit analysis
for an additional commitment of land resources
for the creation of a nuclear waste storagefaci 1 ity.

e. it has failed to consider the costs of addition of
a full flow condensate demineralizer and of con=
denser retubing;

f. it has failed to consider the additional costs
caused by inflation and delay.

Neither NEPA nor 10 CFR Part 51 require the preparation of a cost-benefit analysis
in connection with an action for which no EIS is required. See, ~e, 10 CFR

551.7 (contents of EIA). 'onetheless, while it did not perform an overall cost-
benefit analysis in its EIA, ~er se, the appraisal does reflect consideration of
the costs and benefits of the proposed action. (See, ~e... EIA, 54.2). Even

assuming the presence of such a requirement, it does not derive from 10 CFR Part
50 or the FWPCA as seemingly alleged.

The contention is deficient on alternate grounds. Subpart (a) is speculative

and without basis. Proposed mechanical design and material changes, along with

a preoperational testing program prior to fuel loading, combine to reduce the

potential for recurrent tube leaks. SE, 552.1 - 2.5. Subpart (b) lacks basis.

Yet, even assuming the truth of the matter asserted therein, Intervenor fails to

indicate what effect this has on the ultimate decision of whether the proposed

action should be authorized or not. Subpart (c) lacks specificity and

basis. Subpart (d) lacks basis. Disposal of the replaced steam generator

lower assemblies will be onsite and, thus, will not entail any additional

c'ommitment of land. The replaced assemblies will be stored in an onsite

engineered storage facility consistent with Commission regulations
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circumstances. Assuinihg ~ar uendo that some obligation to consider alternatives

arises under NEPA under the circumstances of this case, such alternatives must,

nonetheless, pass some threshold test of reasonableness. See e.cC., Yermont

Vankee Nuclear Power Cor . v. NRDC, et al., 435 U.S. 519 (1978); NRDC v. Morton,

458 F.2d 827, 837 (D.C. Cir. 1978). The Staff believes that the alternatives

considered and rejected by the Staff in the EIA, which encompass proferred al-

ternatives (c} through (e), more than satisfy such obligation. Intervenor has

not explained why the consideration of these alternatives is "inadequate" as

claimed. The Staff is of the opinion the proferred alternatives (a) and (b)

not reasonable or viable alternatives to the proposed action. With regard to

"alternative" (a}, the Staff is unaware of a technically feasible way to arrest

serious tube support plate corrosion. An attempt was made to arrest the

wastage (tube wear} and stress corrosion cracking problem at Turkey Point

by a change in the secondary water treatment. This attempt was unsuccessful

and, in turn, led to the present phenomenon of denting. ,See SE, 51.1.

With regard to "alternative" (b), sleeving is a temporary measure to control

wastage. However, it is not a feasible means to control denting because

once. denting begins'it reduces the diameter of the tubes. Therefore, the

sleeves no longer fit the tubes. This is the situation at Turkey Point.

Preferred alternatives (f) through (j) are subsumed with consideration of

alternative (e) and are not otherwise reasonable.

Contention 11

The utility has failed to provide an accurate .cost/benefit
analysis contrary to 10 CFR Parts 50 and 51, and the .

National Environmental Policy Act, and the FWPCA because:

a. it has failed to consider the cost of future
recurring steam generator repairs'
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Part 50 (SE, B2.6.3, 2.6.4), less than the releases from normal operation, and

will not significantly affect the human environment (EIA, 54.1.2). The Intervenor

has not controverted these conclusions nor otherwise supplied the basis for

his apparently contradictory claim. It-should also be borne in mind that

the unit under repair will be shutdown and the core unloaded before repair

work is started. Therefore, no gaseous wastes will be generated from reactor

operations during the repair period (SE, 52.6.3). Therefore, the Staff opposes

the admission of this contention.

Contention 10

The Commission's NEPA Analysis is inadequate in that it
fails to adequately consider the following alternative
procedures:

a. arresting tube support plate corrosion;
b. in-place tube restoration (sleeving);
c. in-place steam generator tube replacement (retubing);
d. derating;
e. decommissioning;
f. bioconversion;
g. conservation;
h. solar energy;

natural gas; or
j. coal

This contention seeks the consideration of certain alternatives to the proposed

action. Since an EIS is not required pursuant to 5102(2)(C) of NEPA under the

circumstances of this case, the attendant obligation to consider alternatives

does not arise. The Staff recognizes an obligation to consider alternatives

independent of the EIS requirement under 5102(2)(E) of NEPA under certain
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This contention seeks the introduction of an issue that is beyond the scope

of this proceeding and outside the jurisdiction of this Board. The scope of

the Board's jurisdiction in the instant action is confined to determining whether,

or not the proposed steam generator repairs should be authorized. Licensing

Boards are enpowered to hear only those matters which the Commission has desig-

nated them to decide in the applicable notice of hearing. 10 CFR 52.104(a);

2.717(a); Public Service Co. of Indiana, Inc. (Marble Hill Nuclear Generating

Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-316, 3 NRC 167, 170 (1976). Continued operation

of units 3 and 4 in their existing condition was authorized by license amendments

dated October 26, 1978. The amendments were accompanied by Staff safety and

environmental evaluations. Notice of the proposed issuance of those amendments

was published in the Federa1 ~Re ister on August 9, 1978 with an opportunity

to request a hearing. 43 F.R. 3506. No petitions to intervene were filed with

respect thereto. Thus, the Staff opposes the admission of this contention.

Contention 9

The cumulative offsite radiation releases as a result of
all acti'vity at Turkey Point, during the proposed repairs,
are contrary to 10 CFR Parts 20, 50, 51, 100, and the
National Environmental Policy Act.

This contention lacks the requisite degree of basis and specificity required by

10 CFR 52.714. On the basis of its detailed evaluation, the Staff concluded that

the proposed repairs could be accomplished without exceeding the exposure limits
in 10 CFR Part 20, that the efforts proposed to maintain occupational exposures

ALARA are acceptable (SE, 52.6e 1) and that the resultant occupational radiation

dose will be environmentally insignificant (EIA, 54.1.1). It was further concluded
k

that airborne and liquid radioactive effluent releases from the plant during the

proposed repairs will be within the design objectives of Appendix I to 10 CFR



Contention 7

The Licensee has .not considered in its cost benefit
analysis in violation of 10 CFR Parts 50 and 51, and
NEPA:

a. the cost of a full-flowcondensate polishing
deminer alizing system;

b. the effluent release from a full-flow con-
densate polishing demineralizing system; or

c. the environmental .degradation caused by a
ful1-flow condensate polishing demineralizing
system.

This contention seeks the introduction of an issue that is irrelevant to the

proceeding. The installation and operation of a full-flowcondensate polishing

demineralizing system is not proposed in the Licensee's Steam Generator Repair

Report. Should the Licensee reveal plans to install such a system during the

pendency of this proceeding, the Intervenor may attempt to seek the introduction

of a contention regarding such a system. Therefore, the Staff opposes the admission

of this contention.

Contention 8

The continued operation of Turkey Point Units 3 and 4 should
be suspended because:

a. The impaired condition of the steam generators
poses the possibility of accidental loss of
coolant;

b. the impaired condition of the steam generators
subjects onsite workers to unacceptable levels
of radiation exposure;

c. the impaired condition of the steam generators
poses the possibility of offsite radiation releases
endangering the public health and environment and
violate the Federal Mater Pollution Control Act by
the discharge of primary coolant.



together in its August 3 Order as placing in question whether the releases of

radioactive effluent into the cooling system will be within permissible levels.

Nonetheless, the Staff believes that certain references within the contentions

are inapplicable. Accordingly, the Staff moves that references in these conten-

tions to 10 CFR Parts 51, 100, and the FWPCA be stricken. Compliance with the

FWPCA, under the circumstances of this case, is outside NRC jurisdiction for the

reasons noted above. Parts 51 and 100 do not prescribe levels of liquid radio-

active effluent releases against which the acceptability of the several "releases"

referenced in the contentions are sought to be measured. Therefore, the chapters

are irrelevant to the substance of the contentions.

Contention 6

Whether the creation of a long-term nuclear waste storage
facility at Turkey Point is in .compliance with 10 CFR

Parts 50, 51, NEPA, FWPCA, or any laws protecting Biscayne
Bay or Biscayne National Monument, their surroundings, and

their delicate life forms, with particular attention being
drawn to the proposed floorless steam generator disposal
buildingl

This contention was formerly denominated contention 18 in the Intervenor's May 2

statement of contentions. The Board apparently admitted this contention in its

August 3 Order as placing in question the "adequacy of the method proposed for

storing the steam generator assemblies with regard to protecting the assemblies

from storm floods." Order at 28. Nonetheless, the Staff believes that the

reference in the contention to the FWPCA is inapplicable and moves that it
be stricken on the grounds noted above. The Staff will seek through discovery

specification of the other applicable "laws" alluded to in the contention

and seek such additional relief as may be necessary.
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in the appraisal. which more closely parallels an EIS than the traditional Staff

EIA in both form.and substance.

Contention 2

Whether the steam generator repairs proposed by the utility
comply with 10 CFR Part 20, NEPA, or the FWPCA7

Contention 5

Whether the use of transient workers with unknown radiation
exposure histor ies is in compliance with 10 CFR Parts 20,
51, or NEPA2

These contentions were formerly denominated contentions 5 and 12 in the Intervenor's

May 2 statement of contentions. The Board apparently admitted these contentions

in its August 3 Order as placing in question "whether the occupational exposure

during the repair, especially of transient workers, can be kept ALARA.." Order at 28.

Nonetheless, the Staff believes that certain references within these contentions are

inapplicable. Specifically, the Staff moves that the reference in contention 2

to the FWPCA be stricken on the grounds noted above. The Staff further moves that

the reference to 10 CFR Part 51 in contention 5 be stricken on the grounds that this

chapter does not contain requirements regarding the use of transient workers with un-

known radiation exposure histories and is, therefore, irrelevant to the substance of

the contention.

Contention 3

Whether the handling, processing, storing, or discharging of
primary coolant is in conformance with requirements of 10 CFR
Parts 20, 50, 51, 100, NEPA or FWPCA2

Contention 4

Whether the discharge of untreated laundry waste water complies
with 10 CFR Parts 20, 50, 51, NEPA or FWPCAT

These contentions were formerly denominated contentions 6 and 7 in the Intervenor's

Hay 6 statement of contentions. The Board apparently admitted these contentions
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Contention 1

Whether pursuant to .requirements of the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), 10 CFR Parts 50,
51, the Comission must prepare an Environmental Impact
Statement on the proposed operating license (OL) amend-
ments, with specific references to 10 CFR 50.902

a. Whether the requirements of the FWPCA are
met in the form of inclusion in a NEPA
cost/benefit analysis?

This contention was formerly contention 2 in Intervenor's May 2, 1979 statement

of contentions. The Board apparently admitted this contention in its Order of

August 3, 1979. Nonetheless, the Staff believes that certain references within

the contention are inapplicable. References to 10 CFR Part.-50, and specifically

10 CFR 550.90, fall within this category. The Commission's regulations implementing

NEPA are contained solely in 10 CFR Part 51. Part 50 provides no criteria to

assess when or whether an environmental impact statement (EIS) must be prepared.

Section 50.90 governs the contents of a construction permit or license amendment
4/tl . I I p tilt I R p R litt. I Ipd t

establish criteria under which the need for an EIS is to be adjudged.
Accordingly,'he

Staff moves to strike the references to "10 CFR Part 50" and "10 CFR 550.90"

in this contention.

Though the nature of the reference to the FMPCA in subpart (a) is unclear, the

Staff does not construe the context of its usage therein as necessarily violative

of the authorities cited at page 4 ~su ra. The Staff does not otherwise concede

that the issue has merit.

Significantly, the NRC Staff issued an environmental impact appraisal (EIA) of

the proposed action on June 24, 1979. The contention fails to allege any deficiency

4/ That regulation states:
tlhenever a holder of a license or construction permit desires to
amend the license or permit, application for an amendment shall be
filed with the Commission, fully describing the changes desired, and
following as far as applicable the form prescribed for original applications.
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The Staff position on the contentions follows:
s

STATEMENT OF POSITION AND MOTION TO STRIKE

In general, none of the contentions proposed by the Intervenor contain the necessary

basis and specificity required by 10 CFR I2.714(b). Significantly,.the contentions

of the Intervenor are devoid of any reference to the documentary submissions
of'ither

the Licensee or the Staff notwithstanding their importance as licensing

documents. The contentions represent sweeping allegations of inadequate or complete

failure to comply with various. undifferentiated statutes, rules, or regulations with-
\

out regard to action-specific information. They provide no effective "notice" of

the nature of the compl ained of matters.

A majority of the contentions contain allegations of noncompliance with unspecified

provisions of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (FWPCA). The Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA) issued a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System

(NPDES) Permit (No. FL0061562) for the Turkey Point facility on June 14, 1978

pursuant to 5402 of the FWPCA. The establishment of effluent limitations and

compliance with the NPDES permit is a matter of EPA, rather than NRC, jurisdiction.
See 5511(c)(2) of the FWPCA, 33 U.S.C. 51371; Public Service Com an of New Ham shire

(Seabrook Station, Units 1 and 2), CLI-78-1, 7 NRC1,25-26 (1978); Tennessee Valle

~Authorit (Yellow Creek Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAR-515, 8 NRC 702 (1978).

Accordingly,;-the. Staff. moves to strike those portions of admitted contentions 2,

3, 4 and 6 alleging noncompliance with the FWPCA. Those analogous portions of
'ontentions8, 11 and 13 are similarly inadmissible as a matter of law.

The Staff now turns to consideration of the contentions individually.
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The United States Supreme Court recently made the following observation in

connection with the assertion of contentions arising under the National

Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) in NRC proceedings:

". . . while it is true that NEPA places upon .an agency
the obligation to consider every significant aspect of
the environmental impact of a proposed action, it is
still incumbent upon intervenors who wish to participate
to structure their participation so that it is meaningful,
so that it alerts the agency to the intervenor's position
and contentions.

r

Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Cor oration v. NRDC, et al., 435 U.S. 519 (1978).

In this regard, the Supreme Court further stated that a petitioner's coments

"must be significant enough to step over a threshold requirement of materiality * * *

The comment cannot merely state that a particular mistake was made, it must

show why the mistake was of possible significance in the results." Id., quoting

from Portland Cement Assn. v. Ruckelshaus, 486 F.2d 375, 394 (D.C. Cir. 1973),

cert. denied, 417 U.S. 921 (1974).

The Appeal Board has indicated that there is no need to duplicate the review

afforded the plant at the operating license stage in connection with a license

amendment application:

' "NOthing 'in NEPA'dr. in,.those judicia'l,decisions to which
our attention has been directed dictates that .the same
ground be wholly explor ed in connection with a proposed
amendment to those 40-year .operating licenses. Rather,it seems manifest to us that all that need be undertaken
is a consideration of whether the amendment itself would
bring about significant environmental consequences beyond
those previously assessed and, if. so, whether those con-
sequences (to the extent unavoidable) would be sufficient
on balance to require a denial of .the amendment application."
Northern States Power Com an (Prairie Island Units 1 and 2),

N 4 , at n. 4 (1978) (spent fuel pool expansion).
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basis and specificity per the requirements of 10 CFR 52.714(b) and applicable

case law. See, e.q., BPI v. Atomic Ener Commission 502 F.2d 424, 429 (D.C.

Cir. 1974). A major reason for requiring the articulation of specificity and

basis is to help assure that other parties are put on sufficient notice of what
2/

they will have to defend against and to ensure that the hearing process is in-
3/

voked solely for the resolution of concrete issues. This is especially true in

a proceeding for which a hearing is not mandatory. Cf. Cincinnati Gas and Electric

Company (Zimmer Nuclear Station), ALAB-305, 3 NRC 8, 12 (1976); Gulf States

Utilities (River Bend Units 1 and 2) ALAB-183, 7 AEC 222, 226 n. 10 (1974).

With regard to environmental contentions, the now familiar "rule of reason" must

be app1ied. See NRDC v. Morton, 458 F.2d 827 (D.C. Cir. 1972); See a1so
t

Northern States Power Com an (Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant, Units 1 and

2), ALAR-455, 7 NRC 41, 48-49 (1978). As the D.C. Circuit stated in NRDC v. Morton:

There is reason for concluding that NEPA was not meant
to require detailed discussion of the environmental
effects of "alternatives" put forward in comments when
these effects .cannot be readily ascertained and the
alternatives are deemed only remote and speculative
possibilities, in view of basic .changes required in
statutes and policies of other agencies —making them
available, if at all, only after protracted debate and
litigation not meaningfully compatible with the time-
frame of the needs to which the underlying proposal
is addressed. 458 F.2d at 837-38.

2/Philadel hiaElectric Com an (Peach Botton, Units 2 and 3), ALAB-216, 8 AEC 13,

3/ Philadel hia Electric Com an (Peach Botton, Units 2 and 3), CLI-73-10, 6 AEC
3 j 0
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

I

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD
9/14/79

FLORIDA POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY

(Turkey Point Nuclear Generating
Unit Nos. 3 and 4)

Docket Nos. 50~0
f0~261

(Proposed Amen ments to Facility
Operating Licenses to Permit
Steam Generator Repair)

NRC STAFF STATEMENT OF POSITION ON

CONTENTIONS AND MOTION TO STRIKE

I

By letter, dated August 31, 1979, the Licensee forwarded a revised statement

of the Intervenor's proposed contentions identified at a meeting held between

counsel for the NRC Staff, Licensee and Intervenor on August,30. As reflected

in the letter, the parties agreed to file statements of position on the conten-

tions by September 14. The Staff position thereon follows. Additionally, the

Staff hereby moves pursuant to 10 CFR 52.730 to strike certain referenced citations

in previously admitted contentions on the grounds that they are irrelevant to the

subject matter of the contentions or otherwise beyond the jurisdiction of the

Board to consider.

DISCUSSION

As a general precept, contentions must fall within the scope of the action

described. in the Federal ~Re ister Notice of Proposed Issuance of Rme'ndments
1/,

to Facility Operating Licenses (Notice) (42 F.R. 62569) and be set forth with

1/ According to the Notice, the proposed amendments would:

authorize the licensee to.repair the steam generators now
in use in each facility, replacing major portions of such
steam generators with new components, and to return the
units to operation using the steam generators, so repaired.
The work on each unit would be carried out while the other
unit is in operation.
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Counsel for NRC Staff
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Docket Nos. 50-250
50-251

(Proposed Amendments to Facility:--:.-."
Operating Licenses to Permit
Steam Generator Repair)

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that copies of "NRC STAFF INTERROGATORIES TO, AND REQUEST
. FOR THE PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS FROM, INTERVENOR MARK P. ONCAVAGE" in the,.''above'-'captioned proceeding have been served on the following by deposit in

the United States mail, first class, or, as indicated by an asterisk, through
= deposit 'in the Nuclear Regulatory Comission's internal mail system, this

14th day of September, 1979:

'*Elizabeth S;-'owers, Esq., Chairman
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel'. 'U." S:"Nuclear. Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

" Dr. David B. Hall
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel'
U.'S. Nuclear Regulatory Commissi'on
Washington, D.C. 20555

+Dr. Oscar H. Paris'''" "" '" 'Atomic S'afe'ty ahd Licensing Board Panel"'-.
'."S..Nuc'lear Regulatory Commissi'on" '"
Washington, D.C. 20555

Mr. Mark P. Oncavage
12200 S. W. 110th Avenue
Miami, Florida ...33176

Harold F. Reis, Esq." 'Eowenstein;:Neiman, Reis,
Axelrad 8 Tol 1

1025 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

+Atomic Safety and Licensing
Board Panel

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission"
. Washington, D.C. 20555

"Atomic Safety and Li'censing
Appeal Board Panel

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

&ocketing and Service Section" '"" ~
.

Office of the Secretary
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission .

Washington, D.C. 20555

Norman A. Coll, Esq.
„. Steel, Hector E Davis

Southeast First National
Bank Building-:*. Miami, Florida 33131
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6-6 What specific requirements of 10 CFR Part 50 alluded to in Contention 6?

6-7 What specific requirements of 10 CFR Part 51 alluded to in Contention 6?

/
6-8 What specific requirements of NEPA are alluded to in Contention 6?

6-9 What specific requirements of'WPCA are alluded to in Contention 6?

6-10 What specific "laws protecting Biscayne Bay /etc./" are alluded

to in Contention 6?

6-11 What is the basis for the supposition that the proposed action will lead

to the creation of a "long-term nuclear waste storage facility" as that

phrase is used 'in Contention 6?

6-12 What "particular attention" does Intervenor. assert in Contention 6 should

..beArawn.to.the "proposed floorless steam generator disposal building".

13 Does Inter venor contend that the postulated "waste storage facility" and/or

~ 'steam'generator disposal facility"-will-notcomply with the several provisions

specified in response to interrogatories 6-7 through.6-10. If so, please

articulate the bases for such contention.

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland
this 14th day of September, 1979.

Respectfully submitted,

Steven C. Goldberg
Counsel for NRC Staff
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Contention 6

6-1 a. State whether you intend to call any person or persons as witnesses

in this proceeding in support of Contention 6-

b. Provide the names, addresses, educational background, and pro-

fessional qualifications of any persons named above.

P

6-'2 Provide sumoaries of the views, positions;,or..proposed testimony on

Contention 6 of all persons named in response to Interrogatory No. 6-1

that you intend to present during this proceeding.

6-3 Identify by-author, title, date of publication,and publisher, all books,

''documents',""diid papers that you intend"to-employ or -rely upon in presenting -"

your direct'case on Contention 6 and provide copies of, or make available

for Staff inspection and copying, these items. L )

6-4: I'derltify by'author, title, date of-publication-and publisher, all..books,

documents or papers that you intend to employ or rely upon in conducting

your cross-examination of prospective NRC Staff witnesses testifying in

connection with Contention 6.

6-5 If the representations made in Contention 6 are based in whole or in part
- -''on an'-documents: prepared by the Appli'cant or NRC Staff which you- contend

are deAcient, specify which documents, and the..particular portions. thereof,,

you regard as deficient and explain why they are deficient.
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5-6 What specific requirements of 10 CFR Part 20 are alluded to in Contention 5?

.5-7 What specific requirements of 10 CFR Part;51 are alluded to in Contention 5?

5-8- What specific requirements of NEPA are alluded to in Contention 5?

5-9 What is the basis for the supposition in.Contention 5„. that transient

workers with unknown radiation histories will. ba„utilized in the proposed

action?

5-10 Ooes Intervenor contend that the postulated utilization of transient workers

will not comply with the several provisions specified in response to

interrogatories 5-6 through 5-8? - -If'so;-please articulate the bases

for such contention.
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Contention 5

5-1 a. State whether you intend to call any person or persons: as witnesses

in this proceeding in support of Contention 5.

b. Provide the names, addresses, educational background, and pro-

fessional qualifications of any persons named above.

5-' Provide summaries of the views, positions, or proposed testimony on

Contention 5 of all persons named in response to Interrogatory No. 5-1

that you intend to present during this proceeding.

5-3
'h

Identify by author, title, date of publication and publisher, all books,

documents, and papers that you intend to employ or rely upon in presenting..
I

your direct case on Contention 5 and provide copies of:, or make availyble

for Staff inspection and copying, these items.

5-4 Identify by author, title, date of publication and publisher, all books;

documents or papers that you intend to employ or rely upon in conducting

your cross-examination of prospective NRC Staff witnesses testifying in

connection with Contention 5.

5-5 If'he representations made in Contention 5 are based in whole or in part

on any documents prepared by the Applicant or NRC Staff which you contend''' are 'deficidnt:, specify which documents, and the particular portions thereof„

you regard as deficient and explain why they are deficient.
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4-6 What specific requirements of 10 CFR Part 20 are alluded to in

Contention 4?

4-7 What specific requirements of 10 CFR Part 50 are alluded to in

Contention 4?

4-8 What specific requirements of 10 CFR Part 51 are alluded to in

Contention 4?

4-9 What specific requirements of NEPA are al.luded to in Contention 4?

4-10 What specific requirements of FWPCA are alluded to in Contention 4?

4-11 Specify what "discharge of untreated laundry waste water" is alluded

to in Contention 4 and the perceived source thereof?

4-12 .Ooes Intervenor contend that the "discharge of untreated laundry waste

water", as 'explained in response to interrogatory 4-11, will.not comply

with the several provisions specified in response to interrogatories 4-7

through 4-10 above? If so, please articulate the bases for such contention.
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Contention 4

4-1 a. State whether you intend to ca'll any person or persons as witnesses

in this proceeding in support of Contention 4;

b. Provide the names, addresses, educational background, and pro-

fessional qualifications of any persons named above.

4-2 Provide summaries of the views, positions, or proposed testimony on

Contention 4 of all persons named in response in Interrogatory No. 4-1

'that you intend to present during this proceeding.

4-3 Identify by author, title, date of publication and publisher, all books,

documents, and papers that you intend to employ or rely upon in presenting

your direct case on Contention 4 and provide copies of, or make availablg

for Staff inspection and copying, these items.

Identify by author, title, date of publication and publisher, all books,

documents or: papers that you intend to employ or rely upon in conducting

your'cross-examination of prospective NRC Staff witnesses testifying in

connection with Contention 4.

"4=5'--'lf:-the repraentations made in Contention 4 are based in whole or -in part -.--.

on'ny'ocuments prepared by the App1icant or NRC Staff which you contend.-

are deficient, specify which documents, and the particular portions thereof,

you regard as deficient and explain why they are deficient.
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I

3-6 What specific requirements of 10 CFR Part 20 are alluded to in Contention 3?

What specific requirements of 10 CFR Part 50 are alluded to in Contention 3?

3-8 What specific requirements of 10 CFR Part 51 are alluded to in Contention 3?

'3-'9
U

What specific. requirements-of 10 CFR Part 100 are alluded to in Contention 3?:

3-10 What spe'cific requirements of NEPA are alluded to in Contention 3?

3-11 What specific requirements of FHPCA are alluded to in Contention 3?

3-12 Spe'comfy 'what handling, processing, storing or discharging of primary

coolant" is alluded to in Contention 3.

3-13 Does Intervenor contend that the "handling, processing, storing or discharging

of'rimary-'coolant", as explained in response to interrogatory 3-12, will
not conform to the several provisions specified in response to interrogatories

-3-7 through 3-11 above? If so, please articulate the bases for such

contention.
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Contention 3 '

1 a. State whether you intend to call any person or persons as witnesses

in this proceeding in support of Contention 3.

. b. Provide the names, addresses, educational background, and pro-

fessional qualifications of any persons named above.

3-2 Provide surmaries of the views, positions, or proposed testimony on

Contention 3 of all persons named in response to Interrogatory No. 3-1

that you intend to present during this proceeding.

3~3 Identify by author, title, date of pub1ication and publisher, all books,

documents, and paper's that you intend to employ or rely upon in presenting

your direct'case on Contention 3 and provide copies of, or make available

for Staff inspection and copying, these items.

3-4 . Identify by author, title, date of publication and publisher, all books,

documents or papers that you intend to employ or rely upon in conducting

your corss-.examination of prospective NRC Staff witnesses testifying in

connection with Contention 3.

3-5, If the representations made in Contention 3 are based in whdle or in part

on any documents prepared by the Applicant or NRC Staff which you contend

are deficient, specify which documents, and the particular portions thereof,

you regard as deficient and explain why they are deficient.
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2-6 Mhat specific provisions of 10 CFR Pact 20 arealluded to in Contention 27

2-7 What specific provisions of NEPA are alluded to in Contention 27

2-8 What specific provisions of the FWPCA 'are alluded to in Contention 2?

2-9 Does Intervenor contend that the proposed "repairs" will not comply with

the above-referenced provisions7 If so, please articulate the precise

activities complained of and the bases for such contention.



Contention 2

2-1 a. State whether you intend to call any person or persons as witnesses

in this proceeding in support of Contention 2;

.b. Provide the names, addresses, educational background, and pro-

fessional qualifications of any persons named above.

2-2 Provide summarie's of the views', positions,. or proposed testimony on

- - Contention 2 of all persons named in response to Interrogatory No. 2-1

that you intend to present during this proceeding.

2«3 Identify by author, title, date of publication and publisher, all books,

documents, and papers that you intend to employ or rely upon in presenting

''our''irect'case on Contention 2 and provide copies of, or make available

for Staff inspection and copying, these items.

2~ Identify by-author, title, date of publication and publisher, all books„

documents or= pppers that you intend to employ or rely upon in conducting

your cross-examination of prospective NRC Staff witnesses testifying in

connection with Contention 2.

2-5 If the representations made in Contention 2 are based in whole or in part
on any docurhents prepared by the Applicant=or NRC Staff which you contend,

are deficient, specify which documents, and the particular portions thereof,

you regard as deficient and explain why they are deficient.
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1-6
I

What specific requirements of NEPA does Intervenor suggest in contention 3

require preparation of an environmental impact statement (EIS) in the

instant action?

1-7 What specific requirements of 10 CFR Part 50 does Intervenor suggest require

preparation of 'an EIS2

1-8 What specific requirements of 10 CFR Part 51 does Intervenor suggest require

preparation of an EIS2

1-9 What does the phrase "with particular reference to 10 CFR 50.90" mean as

utilized in Contention 12

1-10 Ooes Intervenor contend that an EIS must be prepared in this action. If
so, please articulate the factual bases for such contention.

1-11 Explain the meaning of subpart (a) to Contention l.
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Contention 1

1-1 a. State whether you intend to call any person or persons as witnesses

in this proceeding in support of Contention 1..

b. Provide the names, addresses, educational background, and pro-

fessional qualifications of any persons named ab'ove.

1-2 Provide summaries of the views, positions, or proposed testimony on

contention 1 of all persons named in response ta Interrogatory No. 1-1

that you intend to present during this proceeding.

1-3 Identify by author, title, date of publication and publisher, all books,

documents, and papers that you intend to employ or rely upon in presenting

your direct case on Contention 1 and provide copies of, or make available

for Staff inspection and copying, these items.

1-4 Identify by author, title, date of publication and publisher, all books,

, documents or papers that you intend to employ or rely upon in conducting

your cross-examination of prospective NRC Staff witnesses testifying in

connection with Contention l.

'If the representations made in Contention 1 are based in whole or in part', .-'.

on any documents prepared by the Applicant or NRC Staff which you. contend..

are deficient, specify which documents, and the particular portions thereof,

you regard as deficient and explain why they are deficient.
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FL POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 9/14/79

Docket Nos. 50-250

(proposed a~men ments to Facility
Operating Licenses to Permit
Steam Generator Repair)

(Turkey Point Nuclear Generating
Unit Nos. 3 and 4)

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

NRC STAFF INTERROGATORIES TO, AND REqUEST
FOR THE PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS -FROM,

INTERVENOR MARK P. ONCAVAGE

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Staff hereby requests that Intervenor

Mark P. Oncavage. (Intervenor), pursuant to.,10 CFR 12.740(b), answer separately

and fully, in writing under oath or affirmation, the following interrogatories

within 14 days after service hereof.

For each response to the interrogatories listed below, identify the person or

persons who prepared, or substantially contributed to the preparation of, the

response.

The interrogatories attached are to be considered the Intervenor's continuing

obligation. Accordingly, if, after he has answered these interrogatories, additional

information comes to his attention with respect to one .or more of the answers, the

answers should be amended in a timely manner to provide such additional information.

The NRC Staff further requests that the Intervenor, pursuant to 10 CFR -52.741, provide

copies of, or make avai lable for Staff inspection and copying, the documents designa-

ted by him in response to certain of the accompanying interrogatories within 30 days

after service thereof.
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'dashington D.C. 20036

RICHARD A. MARSHALL JR.
18450 S.'i'l. 212th Street
Miami, Florida 331.87
(305) 233-8104



UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY 8c LICENSING BOARD

ln the Matter of

FLORIDA PONER R LIGHT COMPANY

(Turkey Point Nuclear Generating
Units Nos. 3 and 0)

Docket Nos. $0-250
50-251

(Proposed Amendments to
Facility Operating License
to Permit Steam Generator
Repair)

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I ~EBY CERTIFY that copies of the attached intervenor's

Statement of Admissibility of Proposed Contentions were served

on the following by deposit in the United States mail, first
class, properly stamped and .addressed on September 15, 1979.

Elizabeth S. Bowers, Esq.
Chairperson
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dr. Oscar H. Paris
Atomic Safety 8c Licensing Board Panel
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington D.C. 20555

Dr. Emmeth A. Luebke
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Nashington D.C. 20555

Atomic Safety Zc Licensing Board Panel
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
<washington D.C. 2055$

Docketing and Service Section
Office of the Secretary
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington D.C. 20555

Steven C. Goldberg, Esq.
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
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Nashington D.C. 20555
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FMPCA also applies with regard- to any potential discharge

of high level radioactive effluent into naviga'ole waters.

33 USC Sec. 1311(f) . The Board in weighing .he viabil'y of

Licensee's proposed repairs must consider pursuant to this

provision whether or not there is inherent in the proposed plan

a substantial risk for the release of highly radioactive effluent.

F|t/PCA standards are further involved by reference to the

NEPA cost benefit analysis which must be required before NRC

decision on the proposed amendments. Vlhen considering the

impact on public health and the environment of this complete

repair project some reference to already promulgated standards

such as FNPCA must be performed in order to accurately assess

tne potential harm that may accrue as a result of .the repairs.

For these stated reasons and all that maybe forthcoming

Intervenor respectfully requests the Board to accept for litigation
his proposed contentions 7 through 10.

Respectfully subm'ted,
BRUCE S. ROGOV1
JOEL V. LUbIER
RICIARD A. MARSHALL) JR.
Counsel for Intervenor
3301 College Avenue
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33314
(305) 587-6660

ByJP~C7 A~
Richard A. Marshall, Jr.
18450 S.':l. 212th Street
Miami, Flo ida 33187
305-233-8100



protec .ive shields can produce a fire risk much higher than normal

reactor operations. The consequences of a fire in the area of

radioactive materials will compromise normal isolating devices

such as HERA filters, pro .ective shields and protective cl'othing.

Zn addition radioactive ma'terial may volatize under fire conditions

allowing an uncontrolled release of radiation.

,Another objection raised oy the NRC Staff and Licensee

as to various of Intervenor's Contentions, both accepted for

litigation and pr'oposed, questions the applicability of the

Federal ~<later Pollution Control Act (F~iH'CA) to this proceeding.

it is Intervenor's position that FIIlPCA applies in at least the

following way's. "33 USC Sec. 1311(a) imposes the requirement on

Licensee of amending their current NPDES permit in order to
I

o'otain authorization for changes in their effluent discha ges

which will occur as.a result of new proposed systems such as the

condensate polisher demineralizing system and from construction

effluents. Both the )IDES permit and the state certification
required by 33 USC Sec. 1301 (1978) are requisites for issuance

of amendments to Licensee's operating license by the NRC. Section

1341 is unambiguous: there shall be no federal approval of

any private activity which results in the release of any wate"

pollutants unless the appropriate state has been duly not'fied

and given an opportunity to hold hearings or conduct other

proceedings incident to the issuance or denial of certification.
The NRC under this provision o F'rPCA is legally powerless to

grant the license amendments until the certi ica.ion is in hand.
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effluent release, but day to day concentrations of activity can

only 'oe measured on a day to day, sample by sample basis. The

SGRR sampling procedure does not conform with the laundry uaste

water procedure outlined in the PSAR. All liquid wastes will be

held up in tanks, analyzed then disposed properly. PSAR p. 11, 1-9.

Dosimetry on workers remains suspect. Badges only record

doses that strike the badge. Varying radiation fields may produce

exposures far higher than recorded when a worker is confined to

a cramped space in high radiation fields such as the interior of

a steam generator.

A NEPA mandated dec'ion should oe based on the most

accurate of information. If monitoring procedures are insufficient
the NEPA decision may not sufficiently calculate the dangers to

the public health and the impact on the environment.

The reports of acc'idents at the Three Nile Island plant

and Rocky Flats show that monitor'ng procedures during accidental

releases were grossly inadequate.

Contention 14. The Licensee is violating iKC P're Protection

Guidelines specified in "Manpower Requirements .or Operating

Reactors", June 5, 19'78. The NRC Staff recommends a fire 'origade

of 5 men. The L'censee insis .s on 3 men. The 1 1/2 inch hose

. is a two man operation in a windowless room. An occurance

of simultaneous fires could not be handled by a 3 man crew.

Against the recommendations of the NRC, the Licensee will not

install a firewater s.andpipe system 'n containment.

The consequences of a fire are grave. Workers will oe in
a containment building with only one exit. Cutting and weld'ng

operations in conjunction r~ith solvents, sca folding, and'



associated with any reduction in Nan-Rem exposure.
One overriding consideration is the duration of the
Unit outage. Since each day of Unit unavailability
is worth about $ 300,000, any Nan-Rem reduction
measures must result in savings of al least 300
Nan-Rem per day of increased downtime."

Thus the overriding principle appea s to be that any Nan-Rem

exposure is acceptable if the economic considerations are

reasonably high.Q~ 1' ',,y
monitoring of radioactive releases from Turkey Point. if the

monitoring is insufficient NRC effluent standards may be exceeded

and the public health may be endangered and may degenerate.

Accurate monitoring is central to all NRC effluent standards

which in turn. impact on the state of the state of the human

environment and the accuracy of HEPA related decis'ns,
Monitoring procedures that are performed infrequently

are immediately suspect. The proposed swipe tests on steam

generator seals at quarterly intervals demonstrate a ca'ous
disregard for .he ALARA principle. The storage of radioactive
wastes demands the isolation of these wastes f om the environment.

Having 'nformation on the movement of radioactivity only four
times a year greatly compromises accurate monitoring on .he

integrity of the sealwelds. Continual monitoring unde some

cond'ions may even prove to be inadequate, but if such a

procedure is the safes . alternative it must oe pursued.

The monito ing procedure for laundry waste water in the

SGRR presents the possibility for greatly underestimating the

radiation released to the cooling canals. Reliance on a .able

of estima'ted releases may have a measure of accuracy for total
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(d) The Licensee has failed to state the final disposition

of the defective steam generators. Merely delaying the decision

process until the decommissi'oning of the reactor does not absolve

Licensee from assessing the costs of using an irretrievable resource.

Until an environmental impact statement is written, questions

about future land use cannot be answered. Reasonable questions

are (1) when, if ever, will this land„be safe for purposes other

than storing wastes? (2) 'ruat are the costs associated w'h
restoring the land to a higher use? (3) Mill the presence of this

land, if contaminated pose a hazard to the human environment?

(e) The licensee has attempted to obscure the true scope

of the repair project. The SER p.3-1 states:

"Along with the absence of phosphates, planned
condenser retubing and the installation and use
of condensate oolishers will essentially eliminate
sludge."

Under NEPA, the Board is charged with the duty of reviewing .the

entire repair project.
'(f) The economic estimate used in the EIA was originally

published in the SGRR Rev. 2 December 1977. These estimates

have not been revised to account or inflation occuring since

1977. Tf the target date for repairs 's the Fall of 1980

accurate estimates must be provided to arrive at a valid cost

benefit analysis.

Contention 12. The Licensee in the SGRR has not made a strong

commitment to the ALARA principle. The L'censee in the SGRR

o. 7-6 states:

"FPAL subscribes to the precept of maintaining
exposures ALARA. This pr'nciple must take in.o
account .he s .ate of technology and the economics



of the commencement of commercial operation. It should also be

noted that the economic cost .of steam generator repairs will be

passed on to the rate payers as pure inflation, since no additional

generating capacity will be built., If the redesigned lower

assemblies fail to prevent reoccurance of tube degradation the

economic bu den on the rate payers considerably worsens.

(b) In the letter of June 8, 1979 to the Office of

Nuclear Reactor Regulation, FP&L states "fossil fuel used to

generate replacement electricity while Turkey Point is Off-Line

will cost $300,000-$ 400,000 a day." This statement indicates

that the flat $ 300,000 per day costs is an insufficient projection.
Another problem arising from this statement is that replacement.

power may encompass many costs other than fossil fuel costs. In

effect the most recent estimate on fuel costs may not be a total
estimate of replacement power costs. The situation is further
worsened. if repairs substantially exceed the 207 day outage period.

(c) Mhen assessing costs to the Man-Rem area is should be

noted that the research of Dr. Karl Z. Morgan, Health Physicist

indicates that the statistical occurance of cancer may oe sig-
I

nificantly highe than the FPZcL estimate of 0.2 cancers for the

2600 Man-Rem project. In view of'he i~~A mandate to consider

the degradation of the human environment .he consideration
of'r.

Norgans analysis is within the jurisdiction of the Boa d.

40 CFR 1500.4 . 10 CFR 50 Appendix I offers interim dollar amounts

until oetter figures can be developed. In view of an increased

cancer risk assessment and the skyrocketing costs o health care,

unde NAPA the Board may consider more realistic costs of a

Man-Rem other than $1,000.



Contention 11., The Licensee has not provided a cost b'enefit

analysis for steam generator repairs. One major factor is
assessing costs that has been obfuscated is the time period

estimated for accomplishing the proposed repairs. The steam

generator repair report (SGRR) p. 2-5 projects an outage time

of 207 days. The SER, p. 1-1 states an outage time from 6 to

9 months (183 to 270 days) and later, p.2-13, ment'ons a

projection of a 300 day outage. While the Licensee and, the NRC

Staff allows a wide latitude in outage time for repairs, all
stated replacement electricity costs are based on 207 days which

is a very low end estimate. Were the actual outage time to "exceed

207 days many other projections become less credible; (1) the

costs of replacement electricity, (2) the costs of maintaining

a work force, (3) the costs of maintaining construction eauipment,

(0) the costs related to longer periods of worker exposure,

(5) environmental costs of construction effluent (dust, liauid
wastes, laundry wastes), and(6) environmental costs of replacement

electricity, e.g. thermal pollution from the possible reopening

of the Cutler, Riviera and Palatka foss'1 fuel plants.
(a) All benefits of steam generator repairs can oe negated

if tube corrosion or other processes requiring tube plugging

reoccur. Worker exposure rates will be again elevated and the

one time la ge estimated dose of 2600 Man-Rem (3300 to 5SOO blan-

Rem according to NURZG-0199) will never show * positive balance.

Unit,no. 0 was put into commercial operation September 1973. he

le .ter of Septembe 20, 1977 from FPAL to the ibRC states that

inspec .ions and plugging ope ations were init'ated two years prior
to the letter. Thus Unit 0's tubes were degraded wi.hin 2 years
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(3) Defective tubes will be cut and packaged for

shipment to a licensed land disposal site. This removes the

potential hazards associated with storing defective steam

generators in an earthen floor building onsite,

(d) Derating appears as an acceptable course of action

when taken in conjunction with alternate methods.

The EIA, June 29, 1979 states that the Nestinghouse re-

tubing may take 2 years to win approval. Since the present

projection of the commencement of repairs is the fall of 1980,

there may be a delay of one year incurred if retubing is chosen

as the oest method. During that year (Fall 1980 to Fall 1981)

only Unit no. 0 would be derated at a cost of $4,380,000 while

Unit no. 3 would run full power. Xn the fall of 1981, the

Licensee could elect to repa'r Unit 0 or Units II and 3 in

sequence. if Unit 3 is kept running through 1981 to 1982 it
would then be in its first year of derated operation and the

cost would be $4,380,000 plus inflation.
(e-j) These may be discussed as one option. The derating

formula allows broad flexibility in phasing in Bioconversion,

conservation and sola. techniques while phasing out the de ective

operation of Units 3 and 4. Power interruptions and economic

dislocation need not occur as conservation and renewaole sources

slowly expand.

Decommissioning would become necessary if the safes and

most economical option is fossil fuel generation of electr'c'ty.
Economic savings would occur if components used for Units 3 and 0

were converted to fossil fuel generation. The use o= cooling

canals, oarge facilities, existing grid,, trans ormers, turbines

and possibly reuse of the reactor buildings can represent areas

of great economic savings.



Contention 10.

(a) The SGRR, December 1977, p.2-2 indicates there is no.

present process to arrest tube and plate corrosion. The EEA issued

June 29, 1979 fails to consider this possibility. Such consideration

becomes important in two ways: Arresting corrosion 'oefore 25fo

of the tubes become plugged would obviate the necessity of costly

steam generator repairs, and if, after repairs are completed,

corrosion continues to occur there may still be no mechanism for

preventing the degradation of tubes. Thus a new round o costly

. and dangerous steam generator repairs may have to be undertaken.

The NRR has voiced serious doubts about the ability of the re-

designed steam generators to withstand corrosive attack. The

SER p. 3-1 states:
"The Quatrefoil Plate design has led to some tube
degradation in the form of a type of erosion
cavitation mechanism in once-through steam generators."

At page 3-2 the SER also states:
"ln the event that denting reactions 'oe initiated
we would have some concern over the propensi .y of
this ma.erial for stress corrosion cracking in a
chloride environment."

(b) The alternative of sleeving degraded tubes should be

cons'dered. oased, on the experience of the sleeving project at

the Palisades Nuclear Power Station in blichigan.

(c) The Nestinghouse Report, NCAP 9398, "Steam Generator

Retubing and Refurbishment", describes a process vastly superior

to the method proposed in the SGRR.

(1) Norker exposure is estimated at 050-600 Man-Rem

per unit. This represents a saving of 1400 Man-Rem for 2 uni .s

over the Licensee's estimation of 2600 Man-Rem.

(2) Nork can oe accomplished in a quarter (91days) as

stated on p.5-18 wh'ch represents a saving o= 232 days outage

time for the station.
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Equipment includes the radioactive waste disposal
system, fuel handling system, main transformers,
main condensers, and all auxiliaries, structures,
and other on site facilities required to provide
complete and operable nuclear power units."

The economic and environmental costs of this one component must

be fully considered when the costs of repairs are calculated.



of concern Intervenor desires to raise in this proceeding.

Regulation 10 CFR 2.714(b) does not envision that prior
to Board acceptance of litiga'ole issues Intervenor must provide

the ultimate factual predicate to these proposed contentions.

However for purposes of assisting the Board in determining the

acceptability for lit'ation of the remaining contentions Inter-
venor provides here a discussion of his actual analysis of the

concerns framed by the contentions. The discussion is in no way

meant to be all inclusive nor does Intervenor intend to be in
any way limited in his factual proofs in this proceeding to matters

discussed. As to the Contentions numbers 7 through 14:

to state the costs associa'ted with the addition of a "Condensate

Polishing System". The only reference to this system is found

in the "Safety Evaluation Report", May 10, 1979, p. 3-1, "...the
„installation and use of condensate polishers will essentially
eliminate sludge." The Licensee has denied that the addit'n of

'his

new system is in any way related to steam generator repairs.
in the "Response of Florida Power and L'ht to Board Order of bIay

19, 1979", p. 0, the Licensee states: "...installation of non-

nuclear components not the subject of the proposed license amendments

'within the scope of NEPA, 02 USC sec. 4332(C), the Board has

jurisd'ction to approve all facets of the repair project.
The isolation of th's one component is not compatible with

statemen.s in .he Licensee's Final Safety and Analysis Repo t, p.l-l:
"The nuclear power units incorporate a closed cycle
pressurized vater nuclear steam supply system and a
tu bine-generator system utiliz'ng dry saturated steam
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INTERYENOR'S STATEMENT OF ADMISSIBILITY
OF PROPOSED CONTENTIONS

On August 30, 1979 pursuant to the Atomic Safety and

Licensing Board's August 3, 1979 Order, the parties in this
action met for discussion on p oposed contentions, possible

stipulations and to devise a discovery schedule. One outcome of
the meeting ~as that a revised list of 10 contentions was

adopted by Intervenor as the issues he chooses to 1'igate
in this proceeding. Of the list of 10 the first 6 contentions

are those ruled by %he Board as acceptable for litigation in its
Order of August 3, 1979, and as such they are not 'ncluded herein

as subject for this statement of admissibility. There was no

complete agreement reached thus far between the parties as to

either the admissibility or form of the remaing proposed contentions

7 through 14.

'Intervenor's position is that Contentions 7 through 14

should oe accepted by the Board fo litigation. He su'omits that
these contentions clarify the scope of tne repa'r project and

resolve potential health hazards to the public and the repa'r
work force. They are sufficiently specific as sta .ed to give

Licensee and the NRC Staff adequate notice of tne part'cular areas
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY CO! 1MISS ION

BEFORE,THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of

FLORIDA POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY

(Turkey Point Nuclear Generating
Unit Nos. 3 and 4)

Docket Nos. 50-250
50-251

(Proposed Amendments to Facility
Operating Licenses to Permit
Steam Generator Repair)

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that copies of "NRC STAFF RESPONSE TO LICENSEE MOTION TO

ADOPT PRE-HEARING SCHEDULE AND TO SCHEDULE FINAL HEARING" in the above-
captioned proceeding have been served on the following by deposit in the
United States mail, first class, or, ad indicated by an asterisk, through
deposit in the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's internal mail system, this
17th day of September, 1979:

*Elizabeth S; Bowers, Esq., Chairman
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Or.. Eririieth A. Luebke
Atomic'Safety and Licensing Board Panel
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

*Dr. Oscar H. Paris
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Mr. Mark P. Oncavage
12200 S. W. 110th Avenue
Miami, Florida 33176

Harold F. Reis, Esq.
Lowenstein, Newsman, Reis,
Axelrad E Toll

1025 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

+Atomic Safety and Licensing
Board Panel

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

+Atomic Safety and Licensing
Appeal Board Panel

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

*Docketing and Service Section
Office of the Secretary
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Norman A. Coll, Esq.
Steel, Hector 8 Davis
Southeast First National

Bank Building
Miami, Florida 33131
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FLORIDA POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY

(Turkey Point Nuclear Generating
Unit Nos. 3 and 4)

Docket Nos. 50-.
5 -251

(Proposed n ments to Facility
Operating Licenses to Permit
Steam Generator Repair )

NRC STAFF RESPONSE TO LICENSEE MOTION TO ADOPT
PRE-HEARING SCHEDULE AND TO SCHEDULE FINAL HEARING

On September 4, 1979, the Licensee filed a motion to adopt a prehearing and

hearing schedule in the captioned proceeding. The proposed schedule includes

commencement of a hearing on December 4, 1979. The NRC Staff agrees with the

proposed schedule with respect to the contentions already admitted, namely,

contentions 1 through 6. The Staff ability to proceed to hearing on admitted

contention 6 on the proposed schedule assumes the timely acquisition of

additional pertinent information from the Licensee.

Several additional contentions have been proposed by the Intervenor and briefed

by all parties on September 14, 1979. Due principally to the lack of clarity
in the proposed contentions, the Staff is unable to ascertain the extent of

testimony preparation necessary to address the underlying issues. Therefore,

the Staff is unable to agree to a hearing date(s) on the proposed contentions

until, at least, the Board's formal ruling thereon.

Respectfully submitted,

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland
this 17th day of September, 1979.

,J

Steven C. Goldberg
Counsel for NRC Staff
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)
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Docket No.(s) 5p 250SP
50-251SP

SERVICE LIST

Elizabeth S. Bowers, Esq., Chairman
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dr. Emmeth A. Luebke
Atomic Sa ety and Licensing

Board'.S.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dr. Oscar H. Paris
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Counsel for NRC Staff—
0 ice of the Executive Legal Director
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Florida Power and Light ComPany
Dr. Robert E. Uhrig
Vice President

P.O. Box 529100
Miami, Florida 33152

Michael A. Bauser, Esq.
Lowenstein, Neman, Reis,

Axelrad and Toll
1025 Connecticut Avenue, E.V.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Mr. Mark P. Oncavage
12200 S.W. 110th Avenue
Miami, Florida 33176

Norman A. Coll, Esq.
Steel Hector & Davis
1400 S.E. First National Bank
Miami, Florida 33131

Bruce S. Rogow, Esq.
Nova University Center for the

Study of Law
3301 College Avenue

1Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33314

Joel V. Lumer, Esq.
245 Catalonia Avenue
Coral Gables, Florida 33134

Richard A. Marshall, Jr., Esq.
18450 S.W. 212th Street
Miami, Florida 33187
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

In the Matter of )
)

FLORIDA POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY, )
)

(Turkey Point, Uni.ts 3 and 4) )
)
)
)
)

Docket No.(s) GO-250SP:."
50-251 SP

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that aI have this day served the foreyxKng document(s)+
upon each person designated on the official service lime compiled by
the Office of the Secretary of the Commission in this ~oceeding in
accordance with the requirements of Section 2a712 of ES CFR Part 2-
Rules of Practice, of the Nuclear Regulatory Commissioar."s Rules and
Regulations.

Dated at Washington, D.C. this
aay of 'F/ 197/ .

Office of(the Secretary o= the'~ Coaanission



B. Discover and Hearin Schedule

The Board has considered the proposed schedule, its sup-

port by the Intervenor and objections in part by the Staff.
Considering the scope of this proceeding we believe the

following schedule is realistic (also taking into account

the various holidays):
- Monday, October 22, 1979 Final date for filing

discovery requests on all
contentions.

Friday, November 30, 1979

Friday, December 21, 1979

Tuesday, January 8, 1980

Final date for filing
responses to discovery
requests.

File prepared Testimony.-

Commence hearing.

The Board urges the parties to fully cooperate during discovery
and to make every effort to resolve possible differences. If any

party determines a discovery request is inappropriate and is not
able to resolve the matter, the party objecting should take immediate

action and not wait for the final day for filing the responses.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

FOR THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD

Eli abeth S. Bowers, Chairman

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland

this 25th day of September 1979.



Contention ll. — The contention is reworded in part, accepted

in part and rejected in part:

The SGRR is inadequate because:

(a. Rej ected -- No basis for this speculation) .

b. Accepted —It has used the inaccurate figure
of $300,000 per day per unit for
replacem'ent power costs for
reactor outage;

(c. Rejected —This is a challenge to the
regulations).

d. Accepted as follows:
it has failed to provide an analysis
for an additional commitment of land
resources for the storage of the
defective steam generators.

e. Accepted —it has failed to consider the costs
of addition of a full-flow con-
densate demineralizer and of con-
denser retubing.

f. Accepted as follows:
it has failed to update costs from
December 1977 due to.inflation.

Contention 12. — Rejected as a separate contention.

This falls within Contention 2.

Contention 13. — Accepted as follows:

The proposed method of radiation monitoring
during repair of the steam generators will not
provide accurate information to comply with
10 CFR Parts 20 and 50.

Contention 14. — Accepted as follows:

The measures proposed to be taken to protect
against fire hazards associated with the steam
generator repairs are inadequate to protect
against radioactive releases in violation of
10 CFR Parts 20 and 50.
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b. the effluent release from a full-flow
condensate polishing demineralizing
system; or

c. the environmental degradation caused
by a full-flow condensate polishing
demineralizing system.

Contention 8. —This contention is outside the scope of this

proceeding. The Federal Register notice (42 Fed.Reg.

62569) dated December 13, 1977, in pertinent part states:

Accordingly, notice is hereby given that the NRC
has under consideration amendments to these
licenses which would authorize the licensee
to repair th'e steam generators now in use in
each facility, replacing major portions of
such steam generators with new components,
and to return the units to operation using the
steam generators, so repaired. The work on
each unit would be carried out while the other
unit is in operation. ~

The contention is rejected since the matter before

the Board. does not include a question of suspending

operation prior to the repair of the steam generators.

This question was the subject of a separate notice on

August 9, 1978 (43 Fed. Reg. 3506).

Contention 9. —The contention is accepted with the following

rewording:

The cumulative offsite radiation releases
as a result of all activity at Turkey Point,
during the proposed repairs, do not comply
with 10 CFR Parts 20 and 50.

Contention 10. — This contention falls within Contention 1

and is rejected as a separate contention.





discharging of primary coolant or (b) the discharging
of laundry waste water is likely to result in the
release of radioactive material to unrestricted areas
in quantities which will not be as low as is reason-
ably achievable within the meaning of, 10 CFR Parts 20
and 50.

Contention 6—
There are likely to occur radioactive releases from
one or more stored assemblies to unrestricted areas
which violate 10 CFR.Part 20 or are not as low as
is reasonably achievab1e within the meaning of 10 CFR
Part 50, as a result of:

a. substantial immersion of the steam
generators in sea water during a
hurricane;

b. movement of steam generators
while so immersed;

c. impact of such moving steam
generators upon the walls of the
structure in which they are stored
or upon another object or objects;

d. corrosion resulting from moisture,
sea water, or salt spray; or

e. leakage through the floor beneath
the stored steam generators.

The Board's determination relative to the remaining contentions

is as follows:
Contention 7. — FPL apparently overlooked the following

sentence in Section 3.1 of the SER: "Along with the

absence of phosphates,. planned condenser retubing and

the installation and use of condensate polishes will
essentially eliminate sludge."

The contention is admitted as revised:

In evaluating the steam generator repair, the
following has not been considered:

a. the cost of a full-flow condensate
polishing demineralizing system;



by the Intervenor on August 30, 1979.

A. Contentions

Me agree with the September 14, 1979 proposed revised

language and regrouping by FPL for the reasons stated for
those contentions admitted in the Board's order of August 3,

1979. Ve expect the parties to address all questions raised

by Dr. Paris relative to these contentions. The revised

contentions are as follows:
Conthntion 1—

Section 102(2)(C) of the National Environmental
Policy Act (42 U.S.C. 5 4332(2)(C) or 10 CFR 5 51.5
requires the 'preparation of an Environmental Impact
Statement prior to the issuance by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission of amendments to the operating
licenses for Turkey Point Units Nos. 3 and 4 (Facility
Gperating Licenses Nos. DPR-31 and DPR-41) authorizing
the Licensee to repair the steam generators now in use
in each facility,.

Contention 2 —(Contentions2 and 5 combined and refined)
A. The programs and procedures proposed to be
followed by the Licensee in making the steam generator
repairs demonstrate that it will not make every reason-
able effort to maintain occupational radiation expo-
sures as low as is reasonably achievable (ALARA)
within the meaning of 10 CFR Part 20 or that it will
not comply with 10 CFR 520.101, in that the Licensee
intends to use transient workers with unknown radia-
tion exposure histories.
B. A sufficient work force, both skilled and unskilled,
cannot be obtained to perform the repairs without

'violating the limits on individual exposures contained
in 10 CFR 5 20.101.

Contention 3 —(Contentions 3 and 4 combined and refined)

During the course of the repairs proposed by the
Licensee, (a) the handling, processing, storing or
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COhBfISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

FLORIDA POWER 5 LIGHT COMPANY )
)

(Turkey Point Nuclear Generating )
Units 3 and 4) )

Docket Nos. 50-250-SP
-S

(Proposed Amendments to
Facility Operating License
to Permit Steam Generator
Repairs)

ORDER RELATIVE TO CONTENTIONS AND DISCOVERY

r

On August 31, 1979, Florida Power 8: Light, on behalf of all .,

parties, reported to the Board on the meeting between all parties

held on August 30, 1979. Since the parties did not reach agreement,

they committed themselves to'ubmit their positions to the Board, by

September 14, 1979. -=Those filings were received. .The Board also

received -a motion from FPL for adoption of a proposed discovery and
7

hearing schedule which stated the position of the other parties.
The Staff responded on September 17, 1979.

The Board's order of August 3, 1979, granted standing to.

Petitioner Mark P. Oncavage based on interest and six contentions.

The order briefly paraphrased the admitted contentions. It was our

intention to have the language refined by the parties when they met

but "the order did not recite this intention. The reference to

FK?CA is clearly beyond the jurisdiction of this Board and the

admitted contentions contain references to regulations not relevant

to the subject matter of the contention. We deem it appropriate to

clarify the language in the admitted contentions and to rule on

the remaining contentions. We adopt the renumbering submitted



The earlier statement in the SGRR regarding this appeared

as 4 lines:
"4.0 RETURN-TO-SERVICE TESTING

Following steam generator repair, a preoperational
testing program wi.ll be conducted as required to
provide the necessary assurance that the facility
can be operated in accordance with design require-
ments and in a manner that will not endanger the
health and safety of the public."

3. SER 5 2,4 notes that the preoperational and startup test
programs are still being developed. SER 5 2.5 does not mention

the leak test of the Reactor Containment Building.

The Board requests that Licensee and Staff address in greater

detail the problem of assuring the continued integrity of the

radioactivity retention barriers, either in supplements to the

prepared documents or in their prefiled testimony before the evi-
dentiary hearing.

It is so ORDERED.

FOR THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD

Eliz eth S. Bowers, Chairman

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland

this 11th day of October 1979.





coolant envelope and the reactor containment building. It is
the view of the Board that the prepared documents, Licensee's

SGRR and Staff's SER, do not give sufficient emphasis to the

importance of these critical radioactivity retention barriers.
In particular, they do not emphasize the special care and

precaution to be taken in materials, procedures and workman-

ship to reclose and.reseal these barriers; also, the very

special attention that must be given to inspection and testing
after the closure.

~Exam lee:

1. The replacement of a large radioactive component, such

as the steam generator, is not as "routine" as suggested in
SGRR 5 1.3.

"1.3 10 C.P.R. 50-59 CONSIDERATIONS

Repair or replacement of equipment at a power plant,
performed in accordance with appropriate procedures,
is a maintenance ac'tivity that is routinely con-
ducted."

2. Response to Staff question 15 at SGRR A-15-1 does not

emphasize or explain the leak tes"ing of the resealed

equipment hatch of the reactor containment building.
"15. Present your preoperational testing program

and your startup testing program for placing
a unit back in service with the modified steam
generators. Identify all the systems and
instrumentation to be tested or recalibrated.

RESPONSE

The preoperational and startup test program is still
being developed at this time and thus, certain details
remain to be determined



UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of
FLORIDA POWER @ LIGHT COMPANY

(Turkey Point Nuclear Generating
Units 3 and 4)

)
)
) Docket Nos. 50-250 (SP)
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)

ORDER REQUESTING ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

(October 11, 1979)

Dr. Luebke has brought the following matter to the attention
of the Board:

In a nuclear power plant, there are three very important
physical barriers that are designed to prevent radioactivity
from fission products to reach the outside world. These are:

1. The slender sealed metal tube of the fuel element

that contains the uranium fuel.
2. The thick steel reactor pressure vessel and

associated pipes and components that contain

the primary reactor coolant.
I. ~ I

3. The larger concrete encased steel reactor building
built as a pressure vessel and designed to be the

A

final containment to prevent leakage oi radio-
I ~activity.

The replacement of a steam generator involves the opening

of two of these radioactivity retention barriers, the primary
~ g ~
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WILL M PRCSTON
Or COUNSCL
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OIACCT DIAl. HUHSCR

Steven C, Goldberg, Esquire
United States Nuclear
Regulatoxy Commission
Office of the Executive
Legal Director
Washington

0 Doc
cs

D, C, 20555

Re; Xn the Matter of; FLORIDA, POtIPER a LXGHT
COMPANY — Turkey Point Nuclear Generating.
Uni,ts Nos, 3 and 4 -. Docket'o@, 5Qn256
and 5Q-251

Deax Mr. Goldberg:

On March 8, 1979., we filed a, Noti,ce of Appearance as
co-counsel for the Li.censee and a, copy was. served on you,

My co-counsel, Harold Reis, has,provided me with a
copy of the "NRC Staff Response .to 'Revised Petition for Leave
to Intervene Filed by, Nark P, Oncavage" served by you April 6,
1979 which indi,cates that .we were not.included on'youx servi,ce
list.

Z would, appreciate very. much if 'you would amend
youx'ervicelist to indicate that-we are co counsel .so 'that we can

receive, simultaneously, copies of any other.pleadings filed by
the Staff,

NAC/sm

Thanks very much,

Very truly yours,
I

~ ~ —

' ': .:- . Atne~W-'A- 8<
NORMAN A. COLL „

cc: E. S. Bowers, Dr, D, B, Hall, Dr, Oscar H. Paris, Atomic Saf pt
6 Licensi.ng Board Panel,. Atomic Safety & Licensing Appeal Board
Panel, Docketing 6 Servi;ce Section., H, F, Reis, Esp,, Mark P.
Oncavage
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JOSEPH M HENDR IE CHAIRMAN
US NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON DC 20555
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PLEASE GRANT NARK ONCAVAGE IS PETITION FOR HEARING 4ND INTERVENTION,ON
FPL ' TURKEY POINT REPAIRS e

RICHARD BURNSIDE
9721 SOUTH'HEST 165 ST
MIAMI FI 33157

17!23 EST

MGMCOMP MGM

TO REPLY BY MAILGRAM. SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR WESTERN UNION'S TOLL - FREE PHONE NUMBERS
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PLEASE GRANT HARK ONC'ADAGE t S PETITION FOR HEARING AND INTERVENTION ON

FPL ' TURKEY POINT REPAIRS

MRS LORIN NELSON

c?0: 37 EST

HGHCOHP HGH

REPLY BY iVIAiLGRAiVI,SEE REVERSE SIOE FOR WESTERiV UNISON'S TOLL - FREE FHONE NUMBERS
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PLEASE GRANT MARK ONCAVAGE'S PETITION FOR HEARING AND INTERVENTION ON
'fPL I S TURKEY POINT REPAIRS

PEGGY MC NARY

20:34 EST

MGMCOMP MGM

TO REPLY BY MAILGRAM, SEF REV RSE SIOE FOR '4VESTERN UNION'S TOLL 'REE FHOilE ilUMBERS



MARGARET MURPHY
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JOSEPH M HENDRIE CHAIRMAN
US REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON DC 20555

PLEASE GRANT HARK ONCAVAGE'S PETITION FOR HEARING AND INTERVENTION ON

FPL I S TURKEY POINT REPAIRS

MARGARET MiURPHY

20:3b EST

MGMCOMP MGM

TQ REPLY BY MAILGRAM, SEE REVERSE SIDE FQR WESTERN UNIQN'S TOLL ~ FREE PHQNE NUi'vIBERS
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PLEASE GRANT HARK OIVCAVAGE'S PETITION FOR HEARING AND 1NTERVENTION ON

FPL I S TURKEY POINT REPAIRS

MR AND i'iRS HEI TZMAN

20:35 EST

MGMCOMP MGM

TO REPLY SY iVIAILGRAiv1, SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR WESTERN LINION'S TOLL ~ FREE PHON" iVUiVIBERS
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PLEASE GRANT HARK ONCAYAGE I S PETITION FOR HEARING AND INTERVENTION ON

FPL ' TURKEY POINT REPAIRS e

JAHES BEAL
3741 SAUTHNEST 124 COURT
HIAHI FL 33175

}7l32 EST

HGHCOHP HGH

TO REPLY BY MAILGRAM, SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR W STERiV UNION'S TOL» - FREE PROiiE .VUMBERS
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PLEASE GRANT MARK ONCAVAGE I S PETITION FOR HEARING AND INTERVENTION ON

FPL I S TURKEY POINT REPAIRS e

HILDA ALYAREZ
771 SOUTHWEST 11 ST
HI AMI FL 33129

17:30 EST

MGMCOMP MGH

TQ REPLY BY VIAILGRAM, SEc REVERSE SIDE FOR WESTcRN VNIQhl'S TOLL . FRcc PHOiIE PIUhIBERS



CASALOTTI
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MIAMI FL 33158
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3058544093 MGM TDMT MIAMI FL 100 04~21 052bP EST

JOSEPH M HENDRIE CHAIRMAN
US NUCLEAR REGUl ATORY COMMISSION
NASHINGTOhl DC 20555

PLEASE GRANT MARK ONCAVAGE I S PETITION FOR HEARING AND INTER VEhIT ION ON
FPL' TURKEY POINT REPAIRS ~

VIRGINIA CASALOTTI
13820 SOUTHWEST 70 AVE
MIAMI FL 33158

17o26 EST

. MGMCOMP hlGM

TO REPLY BY MAILGRAh1, SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR WESTERiV UiVION'S TOLL ~ FREE PHONE'NVi'EMBERS
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MIAMI FL 33143
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JOSEPH M HENDRIE, CHAIRMAN
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WASHINGTON DC 20555
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PLEASE GRANT HARK ONC4VAGE I S PETITION F'R HEARING AND INTERYENT ION ON

FPL I S TURKEY POINT REPAIRS.

NANCY ROSS

13314 EST

MGMCOMP MGM

TO REPLY BY MAILGRAM. SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR WESTERN UNION'S TOLL - FREF PHONE NUMBERS



April 19, 1979
135 Seminole Avenue
Palm Beach, Florida 33480

Chairperson Joseph Hendrie
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C.
20055

Dear Mr. Hendrie,

in the best interests of the people of South Florida,
we urgently request that you grant Mark Oncovage's
petition for hearing to intervene on Florida Power
6 Light's Turkey Point Repair proceedings.

We trust that you will honor our request as we join
with other concerned citizens in this area in support
of this petition.

Thank you very much.

Sincerely,

Scott 6 Anne Basto
(Mr. 6 Mrs.)
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April 19, 1979
231 Seminole Avenue
Palm Beach, Florida 33480

Chairperson Joseph Hendrie
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C.
20055

Dear Mr. Hendrie,

I join with other concerned citizens in the South Florida
area to request that you grant Mark Oncovage's petition
for hearing to intervene on Florida Power 6 Light's Turkey
Point Repair proceedings.

It is my hope that you will consider the best interests
of South Florida citizens in this matter and honor the
Oncovage petition.

Thank you very much.

Sincerely,

Randy Cousins
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U!'ITED STATES OF A'; RICA
NUCLEAR REGS %TORY COMMISSION

In the Hatter of

SERVICE LIST

)
)

LORIDA PO)iER A~a LIGHT COMPANY
)

(Turkey Point, Units 3 and 4)
)
)

Docket No. (s) 50 250SP
50-251SP

Elizabeth" S. Bowers, Esq., Chairman
Ato. ic Safety and Licensing Board
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dr. David B. Hall
4'3') Circle Drive
Santa Fe, Nev Mexico 87501

Dr. Oscar H. Paris
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Counsel for NRC Staff
Office of the Executive Legal Director
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Hichael A. Bauser, Esq.
Lowenstein, Neman, Reis,

Axelrad and Toll
1025 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Mr. Hark P. Oncavage
12200 S.W. 110th Avenue
Miami, Florida 33176

Norman A. Coll, Esq.
Steel Hector 6 Davis
1400 S.E. First National Bank Building
Miami, Florida 33131



Docket No. (s) 5O-25OSP
50-251SP

~ UNITED STATES OF. AFRICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY CESSION

In the ~latter of ) '

FLORIDA POWER A%) LIGHT COMPANY )
)

(Turkey Point, Units 3 and 4) )
)
)
)
)

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that I have this day served the foregoing docum'ent(s)+
upon each person designated on the official service list compiled by
the Office of tne Secretary of the Commission in this proceeding in
accordance vith the requirements of Section 2.712 of 10 CFR Part 2-
Rules of Practice, of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Rules and
Regi lations.

Dated at Washington, D.C. this
day of C '/4' 19 7+

i
Office 6&'the Secretary of the G mmission

,,g Zq ~~md'48~<i~F

~~ngrgl@S-~
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uNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COIVliVIISSION

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

:The Honorable Lawton Chiles
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator <hiles:

APR 19 1979 , 0 5ggC
0<V~O 8

9
iso

Your, letter to Chairman Hendrie on behalf of Hr. Mark'Oncavage
conc'erning repairs at the Turkey Point nuclear. power station has
been referred 'to me for response.

As indicated in iver. Oncavage's letter, Florida Power and Light Co.
is contemplating. major repairs to the Turkey Point steam generator
system. You should be aware that these repairs will require
amendments to the utility's operating licenses for the Turkey.
Point reactors.

On December-13, 1977 tne l)RC published in the Federal Register
(42 F.R. 62569) a notice of "Proposed Issuance of Amendments to
Facility Operating Licenses."

The HRC staff is currently reviewing Florida Power and Light's
proposals. Before approving the amendments to the licenses
necessary, both a safety evaluation and an environmeqtal imp'act
appraisal will be prepared by the NRC staff.

The t<otice of proposed amendments provided an opportunity for any
p'erson whose interest might be affected by the proceeding to file
a petition for leave to intervene no later than January 13, 1978.

Mr. Oncavage',s letters to HRC requesting a public hearing was more
than a year late. nevertheless, an Atomic Safety and Licensing
Board (ASLB) has been appointed to review his request. It has not
yet ruled. The HRC staff filed a response to Mr. Oncavage's revised
petition on April. 6, 1979. A prehearing conference has .been'cheduled
.for May 2, 1979 by. the ASLB.

I hope that this information is helpful in providing background with
regard to Hr. Oncavage's request. We will advise you when a deter-
mination has been made by the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board.

Sincerely,

lton KamIIerer, Director'ffice of Congressional Affairs



E:arold ™. Reis, ='souire

Lo, ens ein, <,'elm n, Reis, 'zelr d 8. Toll
l025 Connecticut "venue, V. (.
yashington, D. C. 2GG26

Atomic Safety and Licensing Eoard Panel
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
7(ashington, D. C. 20555

Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board Panel

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
'Iashingt on, D. C. 2C555

Docketing and Service Section
Office of the Secretary
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
;iaehington, D. C. 20555

Guy H. Cunningham, '-'scuire
Steven C. Goldberg, Zsquira
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of the -xecutive Legal I;irector
'washington, D. C. 20555

Sy/
Mark P. Oncavage



UNITED S L'iT "S Or Aii'ICA
KJCLZAR 2 "GUT 'OE'~ CO~u~ZISSIOi'I

3" FOR'E"" ATTIC SAr T~ 8: LICZi~fSIilG BOARD

In the matter
of'etitionf'r leave to

intervene
Turkey Point liuclear
Generating Units
Pos. 3 and 4

)

)

)

)

Docket Hos. 50-250
50-251

C".RTIFICATZ OF Sr RVIC~

I, ".ark P. Oncavage, hereby certify that copies of'he
Revision to, Petition For Leave To Intervene, have been

served on the following by deposit in the United States

mail, first class, properly stamped and addressed, this
day of March, 1979:

".lizabeth S. Bowers, "souire, (;hairman
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel
U. S. Huclear Regulatory*Commission
:washington, D. C. 20555

Dr - David B- Eall
400 Circle Drive
Santa Fe, Hew Mexico 87501

qc c+

6

1

'- ban io
1 ((C gX ggC pcl

gd

Dr. Oscar E. Paris
Atomic Sa ety and Lic nsing Board Panel
U. S.:nuclear Remxlatory Commission
washington, D. C. 20555
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"NIT'"D S AT'S 0" ALi RICA

:PCiCL "AR R "GULATOH~ CO(;"!ISS ION
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0 qqc

3"'"OP~ TE~ ATO"..IC SAP""T Z: LIC NSING BOARD

ln the matter of:
Petition for leave to

Intervene

Doc<et Nos. 50-250
50-251

;.'OTIOEI or the production ox documents and thine:s anc ertr-
upon land for inspection and other purposes.

Pursuant to regulation of 10 CFR Part 2.741 (a), the

petitioner motions he be permitted to inspect all
documents and things pertaining to proposed charter
amendments specificall„- described as steam generator
repairs.

Vark P. Oncavage
12200 S.W. 110 th Avenue
lriami, florida

arch 19 1979
S ~176
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the matter of:

P ""TITIG~i4 FCrR L 'AV"

I'~T.RVEH"

TG )

Doc<et Dos. 50-250
5 3-251

f i+

gO

q0V

AFFIDAVIT Gr 2Ei0" " DAiLY

~ T.<TE GF FLORIDA )

QU:!TY C DADZ )

BEFORE hZ a rsonally an@eared iR 8E- DAILY, who being

first duly sworn, d poses and says:

I am employed by Florida International University and am

a library technical assistant at the Environmental and Urban

Affairs Library, Hiami, Florida.

The Scot mber 20, 1977 letter from Florida Power and Light

Company to the Nuclear B.egulatory Commission was not found in

the applicant correspondence file for the 1977 letters. '~e

requested a xeroxed copy of it and received the duplicate

letter January 22, 1979.

RE 4EE DAILY

3:fGZi TO and BUB~CRIBED before me this day of ilarch,.

'79.
3otarv Puolic, Stat of Florida



da.a would be instrumental in determining the cost benefits

of the steam generator reoairs within the zramework oz the

>,ational environmental Policy Act oz 1969. Cos benefit
analysis must include the projected operating lize of

Turkey Point reactors nos. 8 and 4, and the projected

operating life of a coal burning facility.

CONCIUSIOV

If the licensee cannot demonstrate, to he satisfaction
of the .,uclear regulatory Commission, that the peti ioner's
concerns are unreasonabl or unfounded, then the .';uclear

Regulatory Commission is fully justified to deny the charter
amendments required by the licensee to repair the steam

generators at the Turkey Point nuclear facility.

STATE Or 'rLORIDA
COUNTY OP DADE

Nark P. Oncavage

3e ore me pe sonally appeared Nark P. Oncavage, to me well
known and known to me to be the person described in and who

executed the foregoing instrument for the purposes therein
expressed,

WITNESS my hand and official seal, this 18 th day of
March A.D. 1979.

Hctr(Pu ( 't of~r a a

I ' ' a

LCi1lf1ISj!Ctl E.;.If 5 Ca, 'i, i'-
i'oncs4

Sy Ari(icosa hso a 4-'eau) (cay ae



T.".e petitioner seeks proof or demonstration t.".at all
releases of radioactive a'rborne particulates and

radioactive licuid contamin nts released from. the Turkey

Point site, during the steam generator repairs, v.ilZ. be

fully and accurately determined by planned monitoring

procedures.

he pe itioner seeks a determination of the total a™ount

of radioactivity that may be released from the Turkey

=oint site', during the steam generator repairs, that would

not be hazardous to the petitioner's health nor the puolic's

health nor present any hazard to the environment

surrounding the Turkey Point site, including South Biscayne

Bay.

The petitioner seeks proof or determination that
adecuate containment and decontamination procedures are

immediately available to protect the petitioners health,

the public's health, and protect the environment in the

event of any postulated or possible release of hazardous

radioactivity, from the Turkey Point site, during the

steam generator repairs.
The petitioner seeks to examine the otal costs

pertaining to the fission generated electricity from

Turkey Point and compare the costs to the licensee's

projected cast(s) of coal generated electrici y. This



1" CcR Part 2.714 BROAD if 1SSU S OR D"-LA" PROC" "D1YGS

:h petitioner contends that the concerns of public

safety from radiation exposure, protection of the environment

from radioactive licuid contaminants, and economic feasibility
of the s earn generator repairs, represent the crux of the

proposed hearings. All other matters such as man-rem usage,.

construction accidents, storage of radioactive steam

generator units, radwaste disposal, and security measures

find a nexus in the three concerns.

-roacening the issues can'nly serve to dilute the main

concerns. <he petitioner s intervention will be directed

towards the satisfactory resolution of the three main issues.

The purpose of the petition is not to delay proceedings

but to assist in reaching a just decision. The petitioner

finds no merit in prolonging the op ration of the

acknowledged defective steam generators. Zn an effort to

reduce any delay that may occur, the petitioner is
prefiling a mo ion with he nuclear Regulatory Commission,

to grant Discovery Rights immediately.

lf a delay becomes unavoidable, the loss of flexibility
by the licensee is more than offset by the value of having

/
public hearings where a just decision can be rendered.



~ ~ ~
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10 v' Part 2.714 iv XZ~ I'.G PAR I-"3

The petitioner has examined Docket Hos. =C-2 G anc

5C-251 searchin= for existing parties and other petitions

for leave to intervene. None were found. It is apparent

that if this petition is denied, the licensee s application

for charter amendments will 'oe uncontested.

-'Zhe position of the Huclear Regulatory commission staff
recommendation is unknown to the petitioner as of this date.



Zt is evident that the Eonorabl sante r'ascell from the

l= h (.'ongressional Dist ict, which 'nclud s urkey .-oint,

S nator richard stone,, and Senator Lawton whiles h ve

indicated that tho petitioner s concerns warrant action,

hearings anc review

The petitioner will make every effort to assist in
developing a sound record. Legal counsel will .be available

to the petitioner for the hearing. «'xpert witnesses are

anticipated to testify in behalf of the petitioner.
The petitioner brings to the hearing a position not

represented by the licensee in philosophy or intensity.
The licensee as a profit making comp ny may not have the

health and wel are of the residents of South Zlorida
foremost in their philosophy, if the health and welfare

issues conflic+ with company interests.
The Nuclear Regulatory Commis=ion as a judicial body

may find it more difficult to render a just decision if
the health and welfare concerns of the public'are not

represented at the hearing, but only licensee's interests
are represented.



10 CFR Part 2.714 iii D V'"LOP 4 SOUND R" COED

~s a resident o cmouth rlorida and a consumer of

lectricity produced by the licensee, the petitioner's
participation in the hearing will be directed towards the

safety and economic well being of the petitioner, his

family, and the South Plorida community.

These issues are extremely important to the residents of
South Florida. This importance is reflected in the

correspondence that the petitioner has received from the

lected officials representing florida, concerning the

proposed steam generator repairs. In the letter of L'ebruary

22, 1979, addressed to the petitioner, the Honorable Dante

Zascell states:
"I can appreciate your concern about the proposed
repairs at turkey Point. I too, have written to the
chairman of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
requesting action in this case."

In the letter of March 1, 1979, addressed to the petitioner,
Senator Richard stone states:

"1 can certainly understand your concerns in this
matter and your efforts to obtain public hearings
on this issue. I am therefore taking the liberty
of contacting the appropriate authorities wi hin
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission for their
thorough review of this matter."

Senator Lawton Chiles, in the letter of Larch 5, 1979,

states:
"In an effort to be of some h lp to you, 1 will
contact the commission on your behal-. I will
ask them to look into this matter and to fully
review your recuest in the light of the comments

made concerning tne safety aspect
involv d with these repairs."



1G < 'FR Part 2. 714 ii 0 > 'R P - ':!S

The petitioner ' concerns ca- be best address d i 1 t e

hear'ngs t.'.at gr nt or deny the chart r amendments to the

licensee. All appeals are remedies that would be appropr "te

only if the atomic Safety 'and Licensing Hoard were to deny

the petition
Another regulatory body which may represent means to

protect the petitioner ' interest is the Florida Public

Service Commission. The licensee has not brought the

Public Service commission into the decision making process,

thereby not allov;ing the petitioner an alternate administrative

remedy. In a letter to the petitioner, of 2'ebruary 27, 1979,

concerning the proposed steam generator repairs, Commission

'Chairman Robert T. Harm states:
"It was the first time that this matte. had been
brought to my attention."

The granting of the petition for leave to intervene

remains to date the only apparent procedure whereby the

petitioner's interests may be adequately,protected.



1978, is .,evision 0. This information is held proprietary
and has oeen excluded from the Public document Room, but

th content and project d costs of th~ s document figure
prominently into the areas of public safety economic

f asibility.
The process of ouest'ion and answer between the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission and florida Power and Light company

which forces the licensee to examine their situation mor

closely, is valuole. 'Zhe appropriate ti=e ~or initiating
hearings on public saf ty and economic feasibility is after
all revisions have been made and after the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission has completed the staff review of the proposed

charter amendments. Rather than the petition being

considered delaying or untimely, the time for conv ning
hearings is ripe and the petition should be considered

appropriate.
Full justification exists for the granting of the

petition due to the stated problems in the information
organs and the belated nature by which full information has

been made public. members of'he public should be allowed

to take part in the decision messing process whenever

possible.



<av ng crucial docu ents missing from a =ublic Document

Room for thirteen months justi ies good cause for
extending the time licit,for filing a petition for leave

to intervene, by thirteen months.

Other factors that can me t the qualifications of good

cause for a time extension are present, also.
1. The cost projections of the steam generator repairs
published in revision 1, arrived at the Florida International
University Public Document Room on January 3, 1978, only
t n days before the filing deadline.

2. Since January 13, 1978, new evidence has appeared

directly related to the concerns expressed in th petition
of -ebruary 9, 1979. It is Nuclear Power Costs by the

Committee on Government Operations, Eouse Report No.

95-1090) April 26, 1978.

3.. Other sources of information that have been released,

since .he filing deadline, are the responses to the sixty
two auestions asked of'lorida Power and Iight by the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The answers were published

in Revisions nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, which arrived at the

Florida International University, Public Document Room from

IKarch 20, 1978 to i'ebruary 12, 1979. ~lany of these cuestions

and responses deal with public safety in r lation .to

radiation release.

4. also r leased after the filing deadline of January 13,



concerns the health and welfare of th public, must not be

d nied.

If the importance of'aving crucial documents missing

f'rom the local Public Document Boom can be dismissed, then.

it f'ollows that the importance of'aving crucial documents

missing f'rom any Public Document Room can be dismissed-
If'he

burden of'ull and accurate inf'ormation can be lif'ted

from. the Public Docum nt Rooms, then it must f'all on the

Federal Re ister. As the petitioner has shown, the >'ederal

~R-
'- * '5 '

ihe circular reasoning used by the i~uclear i=.egulatory

vommission's staff'esponse of ~arch 1, 1979, f'ails to do

the Commission service. a".ach organ of public information;

the local Public Document Room, the Lfuclear Regulatory

must stand on the merits of'ull and accurate information,

otherwise, these organs of'nf'ormation will become

functionless.
The contention of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

staf'f'esponse of'arch 1, .1979, that the letter
of'eptember

20, 1977 was available f'rom the Huclear

Regulatory t;ommission's Public Document Room, assumes that

knowledge of the existence of the letter should hav

exist d even though the letter was missing. 'Zhe petitioner

subm3. t s ii't the discovery, by ~s. Daily, that a crucial

document .vas missing, took thirt m:-months to b realized..



1C (.FB Part 2.714 i GOOD CAUS

The "Notic of proposed issuance 0 ~ am ndments to

Facility Operating Lic nses" as published in the Federal

R zister on December 13, 1977, Docket Nos. 50-250 and

50-251, contained incorrect information. The statement is:
"For further details pertinent to these

matters, see the licensee's letter dated
September 20, 1977, along with other material
that may be submitted by the licensee in.
support of'his action., all of'hich are orwill be avail ble for public inspection at the
NRC's Public Document Room, 1717 H Street N',Y.,
7/ashington, D.C., and <. the 7nvironmental and
Urban af'fairs Library, Florida Int rnational
University, Miami, Fla 33199."

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission, staf'f' sponse of
'March 1, 1979, states:

"'ge are inf'ormed by the librarian, bLs Rene Daily,
that the documents have, in f'act,, been in the
local PDR since October 4, 1977, though probably
misf'iled f'r part of'he time."

This statement directly conf'licts. with the enclosed, sworn

af'f'idavit of'Jarch 16, 1979 by h!s. Hence'aily. Ms. Daily
states:

"The September 20, 1977 letter f'rom Florida
Power and Light company to the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission was not f'ound in the
applicant correspondence f'ile for 1977letters."

The petitioner's contention is not to assign blame for

this f'law of procedure. The petitioner's contention is to
state that the public's right to domes ic inf'ormation that



and. a m aber of the South >'lorida economic coawunity.

=,easonable ener~J costs can hav a ben ficial ef ct on

the economic health of the petitioner's community and

unreasonable: or inflated energy costs can place an undue

burden on individuals and the'ntire economic structure.
The petitioner cuestions the wisdom of proceeding

towards expensive repairs without examining the alternatives

thoroughly. The petitioner se ks a reanalysis of the total
costs of Turkey Point's nuclear electricity, within the

framework of cost benefits as outlined by the ITational

Znvironmental r=rotection Act, of 1969.
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from all f'orms of'o" lution if they ar to survive. The

petition r owns a ailboat, rl 1684 Lu, and often cruises

these waters with his family. The recreational aspects of

cruising include fishing, crabbing, swimming, skin diving,

and underwater photography- To be. denied the privilege of

utilizing the recreational environment of South Biscayne

Bay, would diminish the quality of the petitioner's life.
The land surrounding Turkey Point is a low lying

mangrave coastal zone. Th U.S. Department of interior in
the publication Resource and Land Information, for South

Dade County, describes th mangrove zone as having an

elevation of "0 to 5 feet above mean sea level." There is
little land to trap radioactive liquids if a spill occurs.

Also, the flow of groundwater in the Biscayne Aquifer starts

in the Everglades, west of Turkey Point and flows eastward

to South Biscayne day. Large portions o~ a liauid radioactive

release would migrate to South Biscayne day.

As a user of South '3iscayne my, as a recreational area,

and as a student of environmental affairs, the petitioner

has standing and a substantial interest on the matter of

radioactive liquid rel ases.

The third area of concern is the economic feasibility of

alternatives to repairing the steam generators. The

petitioner is a resident of South Florida, a consumer of the

electricity that is produced by >'lorida Po ver and 3ight Co.,
I



live '
Dade County, = lorida. Approximately 15 miles from

the home in which the petitioner and his family resides and

owns are the Turkey Point reactors. zrkey Point 1ies in a

south- southeast direction from the petitioners residence.

The climatological tables as found in the U.S. Coast Pilot,
No. 4, 1972, were compiled from U.S. 'Yeather Bureau data.

The tables for miami, Florida, state that during the months

February, 5~arch, April, Ray, June, July, August, and

Sept. ember the mean prevailing wind dir ction is either
east- southeast or southeast. The release of radioactive

airborne particulates coupled with the mean prevailing wind

presents a hazardous situation for the petitioner and his

family.
The waters of South Biscayne Bay are among the finest of

recreational areas in the Unitod States In close proximity

of Turkey Point, the. Dade County Metro Government has

established two recreational areas, Homestead Bayfront Park

and J'lliot Key Park. The. Federal Government has established

the. Biscayne National Monument encompassing much of the bay

bottom and benthic biota of South Biscayne Bay. >rom South

Biscayne Bay, through the passages of Angelfish Creek

Broad Creek, and Caesar's Creek lies the only living coral

reef in th waters of the continental United States. It is
the John Pennekamp Underwater Beef'tat~ Park.

Thes sensit"re ~~tural communi ies must be protected



UNITED STAT S OF AK RICA

. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COhRISSION

BiiFOH™ Thill ATOfeiiC SAFZTY 2 LICENSING OARD

In the matter of;

FLORIDA POYfZR &: LIGHT CO )

(Turkey Point Nuclear )
Generating Units Nos.
3 and 4)

Docket Nos, 50-25O
50-251

(Proposed Amendments to
Facility Operating License
to Permit Steam Generator
Repairs)

PETITION FOR L"AVZ TO INTZRV'N"
ZC

Revision.

BY ViABK P. ONCAVAGZ

I, h.ark P. Oncavage, petition for leave to intervene in
the matter of proposed amendments to the facility operating

license to permit steam generator repairs at the Turkey Point

facility licensed to Florida Power and Light. Company.

STANDING TO INTZRVZNZ

The petitioner has grave concerns on the contemplated

repairs to the steam generators at 'i'urk y Point Units Nos ~

3 and 4. There are three areas of'oncern and the petitioner's

standing to intervene will be demonstrated to each area.

The first concern is about the release of radioactive

airborne particulates occurring during the steam generator

repair operation. I'he petitioner considers any radi tion

exposur abov the natural background radiation to be an.

increased hazard in the formation of deg nerative'diseases.

7he pet't'oner's wife, two year o'd son, anc.'he petitioner
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Hark P. Oncavage
12200 S.Vi. 110 th Ave.
VU.arai, Florida
L',arch 19, 1979

!P."gg
I(J~O i II

A omic Sa+ety and Licensin-" Board

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Coruzission
',Yashington, D. C. 2C555

Dear Ikembers of'he aboard:
P

Please accept the revision to the petition f'r leav to

intervene, dated February 9, 1979.

Very truly yours,

/ // . -g r

Mark P. Oncavage
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RICI!ARt)'(DICK)STONE
FLO'lIIOA

~Jhnfeb Wfafee Wennfe
WASHINGTON, D.C ~ 205 I0

COMMIITCESc

AGRICULTURE. NUTRITION. AND
FORESTRY

FOREIGN RELATIONS
VETERANS'FFAIRS

March 27, 1979

Our File: 9058170010

Congressional Liaison
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1717 H Street, NM
Mashington, D.C. 20555

Dear Director:

IIOC
~0

u~

OI(~ /4ii~ ~yam
0

Because of the desire of this office to
be'esponsiveto all inquiries and communications, you

consideration of the attached is requested. Your
findings and views, in duplicate form, along with
return of the enclosure, would be greatly appreciated.It would also be helpful to me if your response is
mailed to my office at the address below and INCLUDES
THE FILE NUMBER SHOWN ON THE COMMUNICATION I HAVE SENT
TO YOU.

Cordially,

Richard (Dick) Stone

RDS/vms
Enclosure

PLEASE REPLY TO: POST OFFICE BOX 4081
TALLAHASSEE, FLORIDA 32303
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Docket Nos. 50-250
50" 251 St

<F'R 18 jS79

The Honorable Richard Stone
United States Senator
Post Once Box 4081
Tallahassee, Florida 32303

8l

~ . l~
Dear Senator Stone:

P

I am writing in response to your letter of March 27, 1979 requesting
consideration oF Mark P. Oncavage's March 19, 1979 revision to his
petition for leave to intervene in the NRC license amendment proceeding.
involving repair of the steam generators at the Turkey Point nuclear
Generating Station. On Aprd'6, 1979, the NRC Staff filed a response to
the revised petition, a copy of which is enclosed. The presiding NRC
Atomic Safety. and Licensing Board has scheduled a prehearing con-
ference for May 2,'1979 at the Howard Johnson Downtowner, 200 South-
east Avenue,'Miami, Florida to'consider the petition. At or shortly
following this prehearing conference, the Board will rule on whether to
grant or deny the petition. If the Licensing Board denies the petition,

~ Mr. Oncavage may immediately appeal to the Atomic Safety and Licensing
Appeal Board. If the Licensing Board grants the petition, other pa'rties
have the same rights of appeal.

" Pursuant to your request a duplicate copy of this lettei is enclosed. We
are also returning your letter to us and its enclosure, as'you have
requested.

Ifyou have any further questions regarding this matter, please let me
know ~

Since ely,
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WILLIAMLEHMAN
13TH DISTRICTS FLORIDA

COMMITTEES

APPROPRIATIONS

EVECOMMITTEEON
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KoIIgeess af tfje (HIIite|) Standee

Joule of Eeyt:edcmtatibsd

Km)fjfngtort,S.C. 20515

April 20, l979
C

WASHIHOTON
CETIC'AAO

RATIEIRH HOIEE OEEICE BOILOIHO
WAEHIHOTOH, D.C. 20515

(202) 225-E21 I

2020 NE. 183O STREET

NORTH MIAMIBEACH, FLORIDA 33182
(305) 945-7518

EPLY TO DISTRICT OFFICE IX

The Honorable Joseph Hendrie
Chairman
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555
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Dear Mr. Hendrie:

BE: Turkey Point Nuclear Plant

I am writing in the interest of my constituents
who have contacted me regarding Mr. Mark Oncavage's
petition for leave to intervene in the proposed repairs
at Florida Power and Light's Turkey Point nuclear power
plant.

It has been brought to my attention that the licensee's
letter of September 20, 1977 was not available for public
inspection until nearly 13 months after the deadline forfiling a petition. Needless to say, this fact restricted
the filing of a- timely request for hearing.

Enclosed are copies of correspondence I received which
should give .you immediate insight into this situation.

I would greatly appreciate your looking into this
situation and I look forward to hearing from you as soon
as possible.

With best wishes, I am

WL/pkt

Enclosure

dincj rely, i
I.

WILLIAMLEHMAN
Member of Congress

THIS STATIONERY PRINTED ON PAPER MADE WITH RECYCLED FIBERS
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JUDY'OLF
6904 NORTH KENDAI.L APT F 302
HI AH FL 33156
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THE NUCLEAR, REGULARTORY COMHISSION
ATTN JOSEPH H HEND'Eg CHAIRMAN
WASHINGTON DC 20555

PLEASE GRANT HARK ONCAVAGE>S PETITION FOR HEARING AND INTERVENTION ON

FPL < S TURKEY POINT REPAIRS ~

JUDY WOLF
6904 NORTH KENDALL
APT F 302
MIAMI FL 33156

10<31 EST

HGHCOHP HGM



VICTOR WI THEE
9350 SOUTHWEST 83 ST.
MIAMI FL 33173
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THE NUCLEAR REGULARTORY COMMISS ION
'TTN JOSEPH M HKNORIEs CHAIRMAN
WASHINGTON OC 20555
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PLEASE GRANT MARK ONCAVAGE'S PETITION" FOR HEARING ANO INTERVENTION ON

FPL < S TURKEY POINT REPAIRS ~

VICTOR W I THEE
9350 SOUTHWEST 83 ST
MIAMI FL 33173

10530 EST

MGHCOMP NGM
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THE NUCLEAR REGULARTORY 'OMMISSION
ATTN JOSEPH M HENDRIES CHAIRMAN
WASHINGTON DC 20555

4g

PLEASE GRANT HARK ONCAVAGEIS PETITION FOR. HEARING ANO INTERVENTION ON
FPL'S TURKEY POINT REPAIRS S

KLOISK ZAKEVICH
3e~7 ST GAUOENS RO
MIAMI FL 33133

10!33 KST

MGMCOMP MGM

TO REPLY BY MAILGRAM. SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR WESTERN UNION'S TOLL ~ FRE" PHONE NUMBERS
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3058548503 MGM TDMT MIAMI FL 100 04~28 1034A KST

THK NUCLEAR RKGULARTORY COMMISSION
ATTN JOSEPH M HENDRIKz CHAIRMAN
WASHIINGTON DC 20555

~p
D cg

PLEASE GRANT MARK ONCAVAGK t S PETITION FOR HEARING AND INTERVENTION ON

FPI t 8 TURKEY POINT REPAIRS e

JOSEPH ZIMMKRMAN
7380 WEST 15 CT
HIALEAH FL 33014

10 t34 EST

MGMCOMP MGM

TO RCPI V RY VAILCRA".1 BEE REVERSE SIDE FOR WESTERN UNION'S TOLL - FREE PHONE NUMBERS



DONALD 6ILDEMKISTER
10325 SOUTH'+EST 42 TERRACE
M I AMl FL 33165

023892E109 04/19/79 ICS IPMMTZZ CSP WSHB
3052262396 MGM TDMT MIAMI FL 100 04 19- 1153A EST

JOSEPH 8 HE4DRIE
CHAIRMAN US NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
'4IASHINGTON DC 20555

PLEASE GRANT MARK ONCAVAGAis PETITION FOR HEARING AND INTKRVENTION ON

FPL ' TURKEY POINT REPA IRS,

MR AND MRS DONALD GILDEMEISTER
10325 SOUTHWEST 42 TKRRACE
MIAMI FL 33165

11:53 EST

HGMCOMP MGM

TQ REPLY BY MAi<<
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4~~'nxted

States
iiuclear Regulatory Commission
Vlashington D.C. 20555

Hark P. Oncavage
12200 S.',Y. IIO th Zve.
L~iani, F"a. 33176
Febr ary 9, 1979

Gentlemen:
I request a full hear'ng and an M~vironmental Impact

Statement on the matter of'team generator repairs at
Turkey Point reactor units no. 3 and 4. Florida Povver and
Light Company is the licensee.

I realize this request for a hearing falls af'ter the
deadline of'anuary 13, 1978 as taken f'rom the Federal
Register (Dec. 13, 1977, Vol. 42, No. 239, Docket Nos.
50-250 and 50-251.) However) this same entry in the Federal
Pegister directs interested parties to view Florida Power and
Light Company's letter of September 20, 1977. and other
material at the "Environmental and Urban .%fairs Library"
at =lorida international Univera'y, miami) Florida.

Unfortunately for the residents of South Florida, thc
licensees letter of September 20, 1977 arrived at tne
"nvironmontal and Urban Affairs Library on January 22, 1979,
appro imately 13 months a tcr tho e"piration date for
'" l~ng or a hc rang.

I feol that the failure of thc "'censec to orovidc
information at the timo specified in .thc Federal Register
consti&tos "good cause" as roquired by 10 CFR art. 2.714,
a) 1)

'
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As a student of environmental af a~rs, I am canoe"~e~:
with t?; cons quences of th.. o",oc't=on o ez onside rapai='J. '

lrkey Point is located direct ly on t?:a shore of L~iscayne t '-.IyffI
The surrounding area is a sensitive mangrove estuarino
environment which is critical to the viability of Biscayno

~v<ucent to Biscf;yn~ Bay is iiomestead Bgzron?, i ark,
~lliot Key'tate Park, John Pennekamp Underwater Coral Roof
Fork, and Biscayne National Honument, an underwater preserve.
1'hese areas are extremely sensitive environments and

wou'c':ig?iiysusceptible to damage by liquid contaminant
ilies~ also note tnat Turkey Point is locateu soutn of

the urban centers of ?(iami and Port Lauderdale. For 8
months of each year the prevailing wind direction h s a
soutnerly component to it which wou~d put t?iese urban
centers downwind from turkey Point -ak'ng 1;..<i),.o,-.ulations
susceptible to accidental releases of airborne co. taminants.

If the nuclear containment vessels are tc be .,"cached
and radioactive liquids and solids are to be extricated, I
hereby request an "nvironmental Impact Statement be drawn
up wit?'he hooe t?:at further research may pr. vc,". -. roric
accident to the South Florida community.

7+ + hr) vff)r)r)') r. r r ~ fr 7 rI'

recuest that decommissioning oe 'tuc.iod as an economic
alternative.

f ~ 7~ . I f'I ff.'

~

Very truly yours,
/

Hark P. Oncavage
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Senato= Richard Stone
Gl S.YI. 1 st Ave.
Miami, florida

idark P. 0ncavage
12200 S.(Y. 110 th Ave.
hKami, >'lorida 33176
>'ebruary. 19, 1979

dear Senator Stone:

Florida Power and Light C;ompany is encountering "denting"
in their steam generators at Turkey Point reactor units 3 and

4 /PAL has requested from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission an

amendment to their charter which would permit steam generator
repairs

PPM has submitted 3 alternatives for the actual repair
operation. Alternative no. 1 would replace gust the lower
units of the- 6 steam generators. It. would cost. Q, 102 million
and require a shutdown of 207 days per reactor. The cost of
repair and replacement power is > 226. million.

Alternatives nos. 2 and 3 call for replacing the. entire
steam generator units. Large holes wilI have to be cut into
the containment vessels of'00 sq ft. (alt. 2) and 300 sq.
f't. (.alt. 3). The cost for alternative 2 incIuding replacement
power is ~ 320 million and f'r alternative 3 is y 287 million.

cenclosed is a copy of the request f'r a hearing I made to
the ri.B.C. The time'period for requesting such action had

expired, but due to an irregularity in the information entered
in the Federal ~Re ieter, I i'eel that the granting oi'y
request for a hearing is completely justifiable

hiy first concern is about the radiation danger to the
population of'outh rlorida and the possible contamination.
of discayne ~. >'PAL has been vague on their proposals of
thei- handling and disposing of radioactive wastes @hen the
containment vessel is cut, radioactive particles will he

r leased into the environment. When the pipes to the primary



reactor coolant loops are cut, rPZL will have to dispose
of'00

tons of radioactive liquid coolant. These issues have not
been documented satisfactorily by PPEL.

The second concern I have is about the wisdom of the economics
of this repair. The range of costs from 3 226 million to 8 320

million is probably a conservative range. These igures do not
include inflation since 1977, cost overruns, or technical
changes since 1977. Zach of these items could substantially
increase the estimated price.

Mother factor that must be considered, is the remaining
number of years of operation left bef'ore Turkey Point must
be decommissioned.

Alternatives to these costly, hazardous, and possibly
unfruitful repairs must be studied. If it can be deters.ned
that a replacement conventional f'acility can be built and

operated for less money and have a longer working life, then
Turkey Point should not be repaired. The consequences of an

erroneous decision can unnecessarily burden the economy of
Florida for years

Would you, Senator Stone, use the prestige of your office
to urge the H.R.C. to hold hearings on these issues which are
of'reat importance to the residents of florida.

Very truly yours,

h[ark P. Oncavage

enc: letter to N.R.C.
cc: Senator Chiles



RICHARD (DICK) STONE
FI.O R IOA
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~JBnkeb Wfnfe~ Wennfe
WASHINGTON. D.C. ROSIO

COMMITTEES>

AGRICUI-TURE. NUTRITION. AND
FORESTRY

FOREIGN REI ATIONS
VETERANS'FFAIRS

March 1, 1979

Our F ile: 9058170010

Congressional Liaison
Nuclear Regulatory Commission +o

h
1'(17 H Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Uir ector:
isecause ot'he desire ot'his office'o be

r esponsive to all inquiries and communications, your
consideration of the attached is requestea. Your QO

findings and views, in duplicate form, along with
r eturn of the enclosure, would oe gr eatly appreciatea.It would also be helpful to me if your response is
mailed to my office at the address below and INCLUDES
THE FILE NUMBER SHOWN ON THE CVHMUNICATION l HAVE SENT
TO YOU.

Cordially,

I M M ~r ™
Richard (Dick) Stone

NDS/vms
Enclosure

PLEASE REPLY TO: POST UFFICE BOx 4081
TALLAHASSEE, FLORIDA 32303




